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ABSTRACT
Group technology (GT) is a theory of management based on the principle that
similar things should be done similarly. Products needing similar operations and a
common set of resources are grouped into families, and the resources are grouped into
small-sized production subsystems. The main goal of the cellular manufacturing (CM)
is to bring together the advantages of flow shop (in terms of efficiency) and job shop
(in terms of flexibility) production and to reduce the complexity of the control. Taking
into account different parameters such as the process sequence, the production volume
and alternative routings can considerably improve the grouping of products into
families and of machines into cells.
In this paper, the author tackles the cell formation problem with alternative
routings and machine capacity constraints. They simultaneously solve the formation
of machine cells and the determination of part families (i.e. the selection of the
preferential routing). The objective is to optimise the two groupings considering
several evaluation criteria.
The problem is characterised as follows. Each machine is limited by capacity
constraints. The cost and flexibility of each machine are taken into account through a
lower and an upper utilisation limit. Each product is characterised by its demand, a
batch size, a transport factor and a unique process. This process is a sequence of
operations corresponding to a sequence of machine types. Each machine type is
capable of doing a specific operation. Each machine belongs to one or more machine
types. Several routings are thus available for each part with a defined manufacturing
process. The objective is to find for each operation the good machine among all
belonging to the required type.
The problem can be decomposed in two distinct sub-problems: the grouping of
operations on resources, yielding flows between the machines, and the grouping of
these into cells to minimise the inter-cellular traffic. To solve these two sub-problems
simultaneously, we use a multiple objective grouping genetic algorithms (MOGGA)
with an integrated heuristic. An MOGGA is a genetic algorithms heavily modified to
suit the structure of grouping problems which also make it possible to evaluate the
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solutions on the basis of different criteria with the multi-criteria decision-aid method
PROMETHEE II.
The first sub-problem is solved with an MOGGA (CF-MOGGA) considering the
following criteria: maximise the similarity between products assigned to a same
machine, minimise the cost, maximise the flexibility, maximise the utilisation of
multi-functional machines and maximise the quality of the cell formation. This last
criterion is evaluated for each solution after the run of the cell formation heuristic.
This heuristic, integrated in the first module, tries to minimise the inter-cellular
traffic.
The MOGGA generates different acceptable operation allocations on machines.
The integrated heuristic completes this solution in proposing a good grouping of
machines into cells. An originality of the approach is that the result of the cell
formation heuristic applied on each solution of the MOGGA is used to evaluate the
quality of these solutions. This approach allows to simultaneously tackle the two
distinct sub-problems at each generation.
The essentials on the proposed MOGGA are presented together with an
illustrative case study.

RÉSUMÉ
La technologie de group (GT) est une théorie de gestion basée sur le principe que
tous les éléments similaires devraient être groupés de manière similaire. Les produits
nécessitant des opérations similaires et un ensemble de ressources communes sont
groupés en famille de produits, et les ressources sont groupées en sous-systèmes de
production de petite taille. L’objectif principal du « cellular manufacturing » (CM) est
de combiner les avantages des systèmes de production en ligne de type « flow shop »
(en terme d’efficacité) et des systèmes de production de type « job shop » (en terme
de flexibilité) ainsi que de réduire la complexité des contrôles. La prise en en compte
de différents paramètres tels que la séquence opératoire, le volume de production et
les routages alternatifs peut considérablement améliorer le groupement des produits
en familles de produits et des machines en cellules.
Dans ce mémoire, l’auteur essaye de résoudre e problème de formation de
cellules de production en présence de routages alternatifs en respectant les contraintes
de capacité des machines. Il résout de manière simultanée la formation de cellules de
machine et la détermination des familles de produits (c.à.d. la sélection des routages
préférentiels). L’objectif est d’optimiser les deux groupements en considérant
plusieurs critères d’évaluation.
Le problème est caractérisé de la manière suivante. Chaque machine est limitée
par sa capacité. Le coût ainsi que la flexibilité de chaque machine est prise en compte
à travers des limites hautes et basses d’utilisation. Chaque produit est caractérisé par
sa demande, la taille de lot, un facteur de transport et une séquence opératoire unique.
Le process est une séquence d’opérations correspondant à une séquence de types de
machines. Chaque type de machines est capable de réaliser un type d’opération
spécifique. Chaque machine appartient à un ou plusieurs types de machines. Plusieurs
routages sont donc disponibles pour chaque produit défini une séquence opératoire.
L’objectif est de trouvé pour chaque opération la bonne machine parmi toutes celles
appartenant au type machine requis.
Le problème peut être décomposé en deux sous-problèmes distincts : le
groupement des opérations sur les machines, générant des flux entre les celles-ci, et le
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groupement de ces machines en cellules de production pour minimiser le trafic entre
les cellules. Pour résoudre ces deux sous-problèmes simultanément, nous utilisons un
algorithme génétique de groupement multi-objectif (MO-GGA) avec une heuristique
intégrée. Le MO-GGA est un algorithme génétique fortement modifié pour convenir à
la structure des problèmes de groupement. Dans cet algorithme l’évaluation des
solutions se fait sur base de différents critères grâce à la méthode d’aide à la décision
multicritère PROMETHEE II.
Le problème est résolu à l’aide d’un CF-MOGGA. Le premier problème de
groupement relatif aux opérations est résolu grâce au MO-GGA en considérant les
critères suivants : maximiser la similarité entre les produits assignés à une même
machine, minimiser les coût, maximiser la flexibilité, maximiser l’utilisation de
machines multi-fonctionnelles ainsi que maximiser la qualité de la formation de
cellules. Ce dernier critère est pour chaque solution évalué après l’application d’une
heuristique de formation de cellule qui essaye de minimiser les flux entre les cellules.
Le CF-MOGGA génère différentes solutions acceptables d’allocation des
opérations sur des machines spécifiques. L’heuristique intégrée complète chacune de
ses solutions par un bon groupement de ses machines en cellules. Une originalité de
l’approche est que le résultat de l’heuristique appliquée à chaque solution du CFMOGGA est utilisé pour évaluer la qualité de ces solutions. L’approche permet de
résoudre simultanément les deux sous-problèmes de groupement à chaque génération
du CF-MOGGA.
Ce CF-MOGGA est expliqué en détail et illustré par des cas d’étude ainsi que
l’interface du programme permettant l’interaction entre l’utilisateur et le programme

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Cellular Manufacturing
Manufacturing industries are under intense pressure from the increasinglycompetitive global marketplace. All manufacturers challenge with the time-to-market,
lead-time (shorter product life-cycle), and diverse customer needs to improve the
efficiency and productivity of their production activities.
Not too long ago, the layout production systems were based on two concepts:
flow shop for high volume and low product variety and job shop for low volume and
high product variety.
Flow shop is based on a line layout. In function of the sequence of operations
required for a product, different specialised machines are organised in line and
dedicated to a product or a product family. Generally, these specialised machines are
expensive and this layout is not flexible and is profitable for the high production
volume.
In a job shop system, the layout is functional. The objective is to locate similar
machines, and labour with similar skills, together. So, the machines are grouped
functionally according to the type of manufacturing process: drills presses in one
department, lathes in another, and so forth. In job shops, jobs spend 95 % of their time
in non-productive activity in waiting in queue of machines. The remaining 5 % is split
between lot setup and processing (Askin and Standridge, 1993). Generally, the
distance between machines belonging to the process of a product is large which
produces a lot of traffics between all machines and through all the company. When
the product mix demands change or when a new product is ordered, the product is
allocated to free machines without respecting part families or minimising moves. So
the production planning, scheduling and the control of production are very difficult.
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To avoid the drawbacks of these two layouts, an alternative manufacturing
system was developed by Burbidge (1975) in the 1970s: cellular manufacturing
system (CM). This system is an application of the group technology (GT) developed
in the Soviet Union in the late 1940s and early 1950s (Mitrofanov, 1966). Group
technology is a theory of management based on the principle that similar things
should be done similarly. Burbidge adapted this systematic planning approach
according to which products needing similar operations and a common set of
resources are grouped into families, and the resources are grouped into small-sized
production subsystems. The main goal of the cellular manufacturing system is to
bring together the advantages of flow shop and job shop production (mainly the
flexibility of job shops and efficiency of flow shops) and to reduce the complexity of
the control (Kusiak, 1987). A cell represents a hybrid production system, a mixture of
a job shop producing a large variety of parts and flow shop dedicated to mass
production of one product.

1.2. Cellular Manufacturing Benefits and Drawbacks
1.2.1.

Advantages

Once manufacturing cells are formed the following advantages occur (Gallagher
and Knight 1986, Kusiak and Chow 1988, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1989):
- Reduction of setup time (Askin and Standridge, 1993): A manufacturing cell
is designed to produce same parts (similar shape, size, etc) in a unique entity. For
this reason, many of the parts can employ the same tools and the time required to
change fixtures and tools is decreased.
- Reduction of lot sizes: The reduction of setup time permits to work with
smaller lot sizes that are more economical. Small lot sizes also smooth the
production flow.
- Reduction of work-in-process (WIP) and finished goods inventories: Askin
and Standridge (1993) showed that WIP could be reduced by 50 % when setup
time is cut in half. This reduction permits to reduce the order time delivery.
- Reduction of material handling cost and time: In CM, each part is processed
completely in an independent cell as well as possible. Part travel time and
distance between machines is minimal. Thus, all flows are concentrated into the
cells. That permits to reduce flow time.
- Reduction of tooling requirements: Parts produced in a cell have same shape,
size and composition and generally require same tools.
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- Reduction of in space required: Reductions in WIP, finished good
inventories and lot sizes permit to reduce the space required.
- Reduction throughput times: In a job shop, parts are transferred between
machines in batches. In CM each part is transferred immediately to the next
machine after it has been processed.
- Reduction in control effort: It is easier to follow the parts in small entities
like the cells than in a job shop layout where parts travel through the entire shop.
Localised and specialised cells dedicated to similar parts cause the expertise to be
concentrated.
- Easiness in scheduling and production planning: Scheduling and production
planning are complicate when the number of machines and parts are high. In CM,
the manufacturing facility is broken down into manufacturing cells and each part
travels in a single cell. The system to analyse is reduced and easier to plan.
- Improvement in product quality: Parts are produced in a small area and the
feedback is immediate. Thus, the process can be stopped when things go wrong.

1.2.2.

Disadvantages

- High implementation cost: Reorganisation of an existing layout can be
expensive task. Costs comprise the determination of manufacturing cells and part
families; the physical reorganisation; the formation and specialisation of
employment.
- Difficulty to manage machine breakdown, overload, underload and
balancing: In a manufacturing cell, each machine is critical to the proper
functioning of the cell. Breakdown of a machine causes the entire cell to be non
functional. To avoid stopping the production, the process can be reoriented on an
underloaded machine in another cell. But this solution generates moves between
the cells. The selection of an alternative machine is more difficult than in the
functional layout where the flexibility is maximum.
- Specialised labour: In grouping different functional machines in a cell, the
objective is to minimise the parts moves and dedicate cells to part families. With
this objective, it is necessary to avoid increasing the human moves. In a
functional layout, the labour is very specialised to manage a functional entity. In
CM, the labour needs to be trained for the set of machines belonging to the cell.
Thus the labour may prove to be expensive.
- Synchronisation of products for subsequent assembly: Parts or subassemblies that are manufactured in different cells may have to undergo further
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assembly and it may prove difficult to synchronise their completion before they
are assembled.
- Difficulty to manage the out-of-cell operations: In most practical applications
it is generally not possible to confine all of the operations for each part within its
respective manufacturing cell. Thus some parts have to visit foreign cells for
some operations. This presents problems with materiel handling.
- Change in product range and mix: With changing product ranges, it is not
possible to continually change the layout or the manufacturing cells; as a result, it
might be possible that some work-centres are bottlenecked, while others remain
under-utilised.

1.3. Problem Statement
One major problem in CM is the design of the manufacturing system. In an ideal
cellular environment, products should be manufactured completely within a cell.
During the last years, the cell formation problem (CFP) has been addressed in
numerous works because designing cellular manufacturing systems (CMSs) is known
as a difficult problem (it is actually NP-hard). The cell formation problem consists in
decomposing a manufacturing system into cells of machines and identify part families
such that operations of a given part family can be processed within an independent
cell.
Three steps are necessary to design a cellular manufacturing system:
-

Part families are formed according to their processing requirements;

-

Machines are grouped into manufacturing cells;

-

Part families are assigned to cells.

These three steps have not to be achieved in this order and sequentially. They can
be done simultaneously. In combining those three steps, there are three basic cell
formation strategies: some approaches group parts and machines simultaneously
while another first form cells and then assigns parts and, finally, a third strategy is to
form part families first and then assign machines and form cells. According to the
chosen approach, the solution of the cell formation problem will be different. The
resolution of the cell formation problem stops after these three design steps. The
arrangement of machines into cells and the production planning does not belong to the
CFP but to the layout design problem.
To solve a cell formation problem, it is necessary to specify the strategic issues,
the awaited solution for the production. These issues can be machine flexibility, cell
layout, machine type, etc. The different objectives in the resolution must be defined to
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attempt the strategic issue. In the literature, different objectives are found such as
minimising inter-cellular moves, distances between machines or cells, number of
exceptional part generating inter-cellular moves, number of bottleneck machines used
by more than one cell, or costs. This last objective is conflicting with the creation of
independent machine cells. Indeed, to decrease the inter-cellular moves, a solution is
to add machines required in each cell but in this case, equipment cost increases. There
are different types of cost to minimise: equipment, inter-cellular material handling,
inventory, machine reallocation, operation and setup cost. Generally, all these
objectives are conflicting with others.
The last element that orients the CFP are the operational constraints. These
constraints will be the machine utilisation, the production volume and processing
required by the parts, the number of manufacturing cells, the cell sizes, etc.
To solve the CFP, different methods are proposed as explained in section 2.1.
These methods can be classified into the following categories: part code analysis,
clustering techniques, similarity coefficients, graph partitioning, mathematical
programming, heuristic search and artificial intelligence based approaches.

1.4. Research Objective and Approach
The main objective of this research was to develop an integrated approach to
solve the cell formation problem with alternative part routings, taking into account
machine capacity constraints. Given processes, machine capacities and quantities of
parts to produce, the problem consists in defining the preferential routing for each part
optimising the grouping of machines into manufacturing cells. The principal objective
is to minimise the inter-cellular traffic, while respecting machine capacity constraints.
The treated problem is a multi-criteria problem and the objective is to develop an
approach permitting to manage all different criteria such as cost, flexibility, intercellular moves, balancing, similarity, etc. The necessity with all these criteria is to
leave the choice to the user to select wanted criteria and to modify all weights
between these selected criteria.
Starting with the products and their process on the one hand, the machines in the
other hand, our objective is to allocate operations to a specific machine and to group
machines into manufacturing cells simultaneously. To solve this problem, we propose
a new integrated approach based on a multiple objective grouping genetic algorithm
(MOGGA) to solve the preferential routing selection of each part (by solving an
associated resource planning problem), and an embedded heuristic to simultaneously
treat the cell formation problem.
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1.5. Outline of Document
The flowchart of the dissertation structure is the following:
- The first chapter provides the introduction containing a presentation of
cellular manufacturing;
- Chapter 2 presents the classification of the methods used to solve the CFP
and the relevant literature concerning the resolution of the CFP with alternative
processes and routings;
-

The description of the problem and its constraints are described in Chapter 3;

- The different methods used in our approach are presented in Chapter 4 with
the main features of the GGA, Promethee and MOGGA;
-

Chapter 5 describes the adaptation of the MOGGA to the problem tackled;

-

Case studies are presented and analysed in Chapter 6;

-

Chapter 7 illustrates the user interface;

-

Conclusions and perspectives are finally drawn in Chapter 8.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Classification of CFP Methods
In the last three decades, a large number of research papers and practical reports
have been published in the field of CM, seeking effective methods for designing
cellular manufacturing systems (CMSs). Reviews of existing CM literature can be
found in Agarwal and Sarkis (1998), Greene and Sadowski (1984), Joines et
al. (1996), Kamrani et al. (1993), King et al. (1982), Offodile et al. (1994), Selim et
al. (1998) and Singh (1993). According to those reviews, the existing CFP methods in
the CMSs can be classified into different categories presented here under. The first
two methods are known as part-oriented methods. All other presented methods are
classified into process-oriented methods and based on the production flow analysis
(Wang and Roze, 1997).

2.1.1.

Visual Inspection Method

In this approach, on the basis of his or her experience an expert forms part
families and cell formation. This method is the least sophisticated, the least expensive
and the least accurate. It is not a systematic approach and cannot be applied if the
number of parts is high (Kusiak, 1990).

2.1.2.

Part Coding Analysis (PCA)

In this approach a coding system is used to assign a weight to part characteristics
in relation to shape, size, production features, etc. Based on the part codes, part
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families can be formed. In this approach, only part families are formed and the cell
formation is a secondary process.

2.1.3.

Array Based Method

The earliest array based method, Rank Order Clustering (ROC), was developed
by King (1980) and subsequently improved with ROC2 by King and Nakornchai
(1982). Other algorithms have been proposed such as Direct Clustering Algorithm
(DCA) by Chan and Milner (1982) and Kusiak and Chow (1988). The array-based
clustering is the cell formation technique the most used. An incidence matrix, referred
to as the machine-part matrix, represents the processing requirements of parts on
machines. Columns and rows of the matrix are rearranged until a block-diagonal
structure is emerged. The array-based method has the disadvantage of being
dependent on the initial configuration of the matrix and not being able to provide
disjoint part families and machine cells for ill-structured matrices.

2.1.4.

Similarity Coefficient Based Method

The earlier clustering and similarity coefficients were developed by McAuley
(1972), with the Simple Linkage Cluster Analysis, and Carrie (1973). This approach
requires identification of measures of similarity between machines, tools and design
feature. These similarities are used to form part families and machine groups based on
different methods. A comparison of similarity and dissimilarity coefficients is
presented by Sarker and Islam (1999).

2.1.5.

Graph Partitioning

This approach treats the machines and/or parts as nodes and the processing of
parts as arcs connecting these nodes. These models aim at obtaining disconnected
subgraphs from a machine-machine or machine-part graph to identify manufacturing
cells and allocate parts to cells. The limitation of this method is that machine cells and
part families are not formed simultaneously. Rajagopalan and Barta (1975) were the
first to use graph theory to solve the cell formation problem.

2.1.6.

Mathematical Programming

In the preceding approaches, many practical constraints that are important for a
good system design are not taken into account (e.g. the number of machines and parts
in a cell, capacities constraints, production volume, etc.). One of the possible reasons
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for this situation is that the technique applied to solve the problem does not easily
allow consideration of many factors. Mathematical programming formulation is one
of a good alternative for the cell formation problem, because such problems can
integrate many important factors in the cost function and constraints (Sofianopoulou,
1997).
These approaches are widely employed in the design of CMSs since they are
capable of incorporating certain design requirements in the design procedure. They
can be classified into four major sub-groups based upon the type of formation:
-

Linear programming (LP) (Kusiak, 1987), (Boctor, 1991);

- Linear and quadratic integer programming (LQP) (Wicks, 1995), (Vakharia
and Chang, 1997);
-

Dynamic programming (DP) (Steudel and Ballakur, 1987);

-

Goal programming (GP) (Shafer and Roger, 1991).

The main drawback with these techniques is the computational efficiency when
the problem size gets bigger.

2.1.7.

Heuristic Search

Heuristic search approaches have been introduced in designing CMSs as
alternatives to mathematical programming approaches when computational time is
prohibitive and/or linear objective cannot be formulated. We can group these heuristic
into three categories:
-

Simulated annealing (Chen and Srivastava, 1994), (Su and Hsu, 1998);

- Genetic algorithms (Venugobal and Narendran, 1992), (Hwang and Sun,
1996), (Joines et al., 1996), (Moon et al., 1997);
-

2.1.8.

Tabu search: (Sun et al., 1995), (Vakharia and Chang, 1997).

AI-based approach

AI based approach, such as expert systems (Kusiak, 1988), (Basu et al., 1995)
and neural networks (Venugobal and Narendran, 1994), (Moon, 1990), have been
employed because of their attractiveness in terms of computational time and ability to
capture and employ design knowledge.

Both heuristic search and AI-based approach are relatively new for the designing
CMSs.
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Many authors have combined different methods to solve the two distinct subproblems presented in the section 1.3: (Sofianopoulou, 1999) uses sequentially a
simulated annealing procedure and a LP model; (Nagi et al., 1990) combines a
heuristic and the simplex method; (Choobineh, 1988) groups a similarity coefficient
method and an integer-programming model; etc.

2.2. Cell Formation Review
Many researchers have recognised the need to take into account different
parameters like the process sequence, the production volume and the alternative
process.

2.2.1.

Operation Sequences

The operation sequence is defined as an ordering of the machine on which the
part is sequentially processed. In production-oriented methods, only one route is
assigned to each part. Most of the time, it is not possible to show the routing of a part
in an incidence matrix. This is because an entry in a part-machine incidence matrix
only indicates whether a machine is used to process a part, and does not express the
number of times a machine is needed, and in which order machines need to be used
(e.g. (King, 1980), (Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan, 1986), (Shafer and Rogers,
1993), (Srinivasan and Narendran, 1991), (Srinivasan, 1994), (Sathiaraj and Sarker,
2002)). The consideration of process sequences complicates the cell formation
problem and many algorithms for the cell formation do not deal with this issue.
Others authors have based their methods on the operation sequence, such as
Choobineh (1988), Vakharia and Wemmerlov (1990), Logendran (1991) and Sarker
and Xu (1998).

2.2.2.

Alternative Processes and Routings

Numerous cell formation methods have appeared in the literature. In most of
those, parts are assumed to have a unique part process plan. However, it is well
known that alternatives may exist in any level of a process plan. Ignoring the
alternative process may reduce the possibility of forming independent manufacturing
cells. The cell formation problem incorporating alternative process plan is called the
generalised group technology problem. Kusiak (1987) was one of the first to consider
these alternative processes.
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Different approaches permit to take into account the alternative processes or
routings. All authors have not the same specification in the definition of an alternative
process. In this dissertation, we consider a process as a sequence of machine types
whereas a routing is a sequence of specific machines. A machine type (lathe, etc.)
regroups all machines capable to achieve an operation of its type.
The manner to take into account the process or routings can be represented by the
following six cases. Each case is illustrated by an example of process for a part pk
requiring five operations { ok1., ok2., ok3., ok4., ok5.}. Following each case, the process
Pr(pk) will be represented by a sequence of machine(s), mi, or machine type(s), tmi.
Case 1. The process of each part is represented by one sequence of specific
machines: In this case, the operation sequence is considered but there is no
alternative routing or process.
1.

Example: Pr(pk) = {m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , m5}

Case 2. The process of each part is represented by one sequence of specific machines
in presence of replicate machines: In certain studies, authors do not define
machine type for the entire park of machines but propose few double or triple
machines. These machines are functionally identical. This case is the same
than the case 5 with all machine types containing just one machine except a
few machine types (until three). We can find this representation in
Nagi (1990) or Ramabilatta and Nagi (1998).
2.

Example: Pr(pk) = {m1 , (m2 , m3 ), m4 , (m2 , m3 ), m5}. The operations ok2
and ok4 can be achieved by the machines m2 and m3. In this case, we can
group all machines into machine types. We can define four machine types
(tm1={m1}, tm2={m2 , m3 }, tm3={m4} and tm4={m5})

Case 3. The process of each part is represented by one sequence of alternative
machines: In this case, we cannot group all machines into machine types.
There is no coherence between machines assigned to operations. During the
allocation of operations on specific machines, all combinations are possible
following the choice of machines for each operation (e.g. (Vivekanand and
Narendran, 1998)).
3.

Example: Pr(pk) = {(m1 , m3 ), (m2 , m3 ), m4 , (m2 , m4 ), m5}. The machine
m1 and m3 cannot be defined like belonging to the same type because they do
not appear together for the next operations. It is impossible to correctly
define any machine types dedicated to any operation types.

Case 4. The process of each part is represented by several sequences of specific
machines: Some researches take these alternative processes into account by
considering several possible machining sequences for each part (e.g.
(Kusiak, 1987); (Gupta, 1993); (Logendran et al., 1994); (Lee et al., 1997);
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(Caux et al., 2000); (Adenzo-Diaz, 2001); (Mahesh and Srinivasan, 2002). In
this case, the number of machines used in the sequences can vary and each
part has one or more process plans. The problem is resumed by the research
of the good routing among those proposed.
4.

Example: The part pk has different possible routings: Pr1(pk) = {m1 , m2 , m3 ,
m4 , m5}, Pr2(pk) = {m3 , m2 , m6 , m4 , m5 } and Pr3(pk) = {m6 , m5 , m3 , m4 }.
The part can have two different routings with the same number of operations
like Pr1(pk) and Pr2(pk), but it is not mandatory like shown by Pr3(pk). In this
case, the problem is resumed with the choice of the best routing for each part.
There is not any possible combination.

Case 5. The process of each part is represented by one sequence of machine types:
Other studies take these alternative processes into account by defining the
process as a sequence of machine types (e.g. (Askin et al., 1997); (Diallo et
al., 1993); (Baykasoglu and Gindy, 2000); (Suresh and Slomp, 2001), (Yin
and Yasuda, 2002)). Each machine type is capable of doing a specific
operation. In this case, the problem is to find for each operation the good
machine among all those belonging to the required type. The algorithm has
more liberty in the choice of the preferential routing in these studies.
5.

Example: The part pk has one process: Pr(pk) = {tm1 , tm2 , tm3 , tm4 , tm5}. In
this case, the problem is resumed with the choice of the best machine for
each operation. There are many possible combinations. If all machine types
tmi containing ni machines, the number of allowed combinations is equal to
n1.n 2 .n 3 .n 4 .n 5 .

Case 6. The process of each part is represented by several sequences of machine
types: Like for the preceding case, each machine type comprises all machines
able to achieve the operation of its type. The literature about these alternative
processes is poor. We have found one utilisation of them (Uddin and
Shanker, 2001).
6.

Example: The part pk has three alternative processes: Pr1(pk) = {tm1 , tm2 ,
tm3 , tm4 , tm5}, Pr2(pk) = {tm1 , tm5 , tm6 , tm4 , tm2} and Pr3(pk) = {tm1 ,
tm3 , tm6 , tm5}. In this case, the problem is resumed with the choice among
the three allowed processes of the best combination of machines (routing) for
each part. The number of possible combinations is the three times higher than
in case 5.

All cases are summarised in table 1 hereunder. In case 1, we do not speak about
alternative routing or process. There is only one available sequence of machines
(routing). In cases 2 to 5, we have alternative routings at different degrees. The cases
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are classified by increasing order of alternative character. It is only in the last case (6)
that we could consider an alternative process in term of sequence of machine types.
The utilisation of these alternative processes is limited. Suresh and Slomp (2001)
precise that in most firms no more than one process plan, and one set of tooling exist
for each operation. Inclusion of alternative process plans for each part type requires a
major re-examination of process plans and shop floor practices, and major
investments in tooling.
Operation 1

Operation 2

Operation 3

Operation 4

Operation 5

Case 1

Pr(pk )

m1

m2

m3

m4

m5

Case 2

Pr(pk )

m1

m2, m3

m4

m1, m2

m5

Case 3

Pr(pk )

m1, m2

m2, m3

m1

m4, m3

m5

Case 4

Pr1(pk )

m1

m2

m3

m4

m5

Pr2(pk )

m3

m2

m6

m4

m5

Pr3(pk )

m6

m5

m3

m4

Case 5

Pr(pk )

tm1

tm2

tm3

tm4

tm5

Case 6

Pr1(pk )

tm1

tm2

tm3

tm4

tm5

Pr2(pk )

tm1

tm5

tm6

tm4

tm2

Pr3(pk )

tm1

tm3

tm6

tm5

Table 2.1. Summary of the different notions of alternative routings and processes for a part k.

2.2.3.

Part Production Volume and Machine Capacity

An important criticism against resolutions based on binary incidence matrices is
that they do not take into account other information, such as production volumes, that
may significantly influence cell formation. The traffic between cells is proportional to
the production volumes and is necessary for instance to compute the cost of
transportation. Some authors (e.g. (Burbidge, 1963), (Burbidge, 1971), (DeWitte,
1980), (Mosier and Taube, 1985)) introduce the production volumes at the final stage,
once the cells have been determined.
Without considering alternative routings, an evaluation of the capacity can be
done. In the design of CMSs, available capacities of machines need to be sufficient to
satisfy the production volume required by parts. Previous studies supposed that the
number of machines for each machine type must be known a priori. Other authors
such as Heragu (1994), Heragu and Gupta (1994), proposed a method determining the
number of machines for each machine type if the exact number of machines required
has not been provided.
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Under the situation that considers alternative routings it is impossible to calculate
the correct number of machines for each machine type before solving the cell
formation problem. Indeed, the routing selection for each part is unknown and
different routings of a part use different machines and the operating time may be
different on the same machine in different routings. Gupta (1993) propose an
approach where each machine type contains a single machine and the capacities are
just sufficient to achieve the process of all parts. Caux(2000) considers alternative
routings and assume that the number of machines for each machine type is known.
But he does not treat the multiple machines for each type like an entity. He considers
that all machines belonging to a machine type like different machines that are not
accessible by an operation required this type. All operations of alternative routings are
defined for only one particular machine.

2.2.4.

Combined Approaches

The cell formation problem begins with two fundamental tasks, namely, machinecell formation and part-family formation. These two objectives can be treated
sequentially, simultaneously or iteratively. With the introduction of the alternative
processes, the part-family formation amounts to select the preferential routing for
each part. There are three main strategies for forming part-machine cells, but each of
these strategies can be also applied iteratively:
- Selection of preferential routing (part families), followed by the
determination of machine cells.
-

Formation of machine cells first, then selection of preferential routing.

- Simultaneous formation of machine cells and selection of preferential
routings.
Many authors use the first strategy (e.g. Askin and Zou (1998), Choobineh
(1988), Ho and Moodie (1996), Kang and Wemmerlov (1993)). Gupta (1993)
proposed a two-step algorithm to solve this problem. One routing is definitely
determined for each part, respecting machine capacity constraints. Next, cell
formation is achieved. The drawback of this method is its sequential approach.
Routing selection is performed once and the flexibility given by alternative routings is
not used to minimise inter-cellular traffic.
Nagi et al. (1990) proposed an iterative method solving the two distinct subproblems: cell formation, tackled with a heuristic, and routing selection, addressed
with the Simplex method. The use of the simplex limits the size of the considered
problem.
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The third strategy is used by Moon and Chi (1992), Sankaran and Kusilingam
(1990, 1993), Zhao and Wu (2000). Sofianopoulou (1999) applied a simulated
annealing procedure for cell formation using sequence data considering of alternative
process plans. He transformed the problem of replicated machines to that of
alternative process plans. After the formation of machine cells, a simple LP model
was used to produce corresponding part families. Caux et al. (2000) proposed an
approach based on simulated annealing and a branch-and-bound algorithm in order to
perform routing selection and inter-cellular traffic minimisation simultaneously. Each
operation is performed on a given machine and each part has several possible process
plans.

In this dissertation, we tackle the cell formation problem with alternative routings
and machine capacity constraints. Several routings are available for each part with a
defined manufacturing process (sequence of machine types). The strategy used is the
third one to solve simultaneously the formation of machine cells and the
determination of part families (i.e. the selection of the preferential routing).

CHAPTER 3
PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1. Notation
The approach attempts to determine manufacturing cells and select the most
suitable routings simultaneously with several objectives, including minimising the
inter-cellular material handling effort. The solution must respect the maximum cell
size and the machine capacity constraints. The notations used to solve this problem
are the following.

3.1.1.

Machine and Machine Types

tm

Number of machine types.

t

Machine type index.

m

Number of machines.

n

Machine index.

dn

Availability of machine n.

HLn

Higher utilisation limit of machine n.

LLn

Lower utilisation limit of machine n.

OMn

Number of operations assigned to machine n.

Un

Utilisation of machine n.
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Products and Operations

p

Number of products.

k,l

Product index.

Qk

Demand of product k.

BSk

Batch size of product k.

SPkl

Similarity between two products k and l.

Skl

Modified similarity between two products k and l.

NOk

Number of operations in the process of product k.

i,j

Operation index.

tkin

Processing time for operation i of product k on machine n.

MMk

Proportion of different machines needed to achieve the process of
product k (number of machines / number of operations).

FTk

Transport factor evaluating the difficulty to move product k.

3.1.3.

Evaluation

RS

Similarity coefficient evaluating the total similarity between products
in the system.

RSn

Average similarity between products on machine n.

RM

Multifunctional coefficient evaluating the average percentage of
machines used to achieve a product.

RC

Cost coefficient evaluating the respect of the cost preference.

RF

Flexibility coefficient evaluating the respect of the flexibility
preference.

RG

Cell formation coefficient evaluating the percentage of moves between
cells.

Tcd

Traffic from cell c to cell d.

xn1-n2

Traffic from machine n1 to machine n2 expressed in terms of quantity
to produce on machine n2.

yn1-n2

Traffic from machine n1 to machine n2 expressed in terms of number of
batches pondered by the transport factor.

Φ(x)tot

Total traffic in the system computed with flow matrix X.
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Φ(y)tot

Total traffic in the system computed with flow matrix Y.

Φ(x)intra

Intra-cellular traffic in the system computed with flow matrix X.

Φ(y)intra

Intra-cellular traffic in the system computed with flow matrix Y.

NC

Maximum number of cells.

CS

Maximum size of a cell.
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3.2. Description
The problem can be decomposed in two distinct sub-problems: the grouping of
operations on resources, yielding flows between the machines, and the grouping of
these into cells to minimise the inter-cellular traffic.

3.2.1.

Machines and Machines Types

The necessary data and the hypotheses are presented hereunder. For a given
manufacturing system, we define a set T = {tm1, tm2,… tmtm} of tm machine types
with different capabilities in terms of operation types. Consider a set M = {m1 , m2
,…, mm} of m machines. Each machine belongs to at least one type and can belong to
several types if it is a multi-functional machine. Each machine n, unique, is
characterised by its type and an availability parameter dn , which is equal to its
capacity value times its availability rate. This latter value takes the possible failures
into account.

3.2.2.

Products and Operations

We also define a set P = {p1, p2, …, pp} of p products. Each part is characterised
by its demand Qk and its batch size LTk. One and only one process is defined for each
product k. The process is considered as a sequence of NOk operations {ok1, ok2,…,
ok NOk}. The specification of the process corresponds to case 5 of section 2.2.2. Like
explained in this section, each operation is not performed on one given machine, but
is defined as an operation type that can be accomplished on one machine type (lathe,
etc.). So each operation can be performed on all machines belonging to its type. With
this hypothesis, a product has several potential routings available for a specific
process.
The duration of each operation can be fixed for the considered machine type. The
algorithm performs the cell formation simultaneously with the choice of preferential
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routing. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Four operations, and thus four
machine types define the process of a product. As can be seen, a given machine ml
may belong to several types (for instance m1 belongs to tm1 and tm3). An example of
preferential routing is {m1, m3, m1, m7}.
oi1

oi2

oi3

oi4

tm1

tm2

tm3

tm4

m1
m2
m3

m4
m3
m5

m1
m2
m6

m6
m4
m7

Figure 3.1. One process corresponds to several potential routings.

3.2.3.

Cells

To group machines into cells, we must define the maximum number of cells (NC)
allowed in the system. This parameter is introduced by the user in function of fixed
objectives as, for example the available space. If the user has no idea a priori of the
number of cells, he has to be able to test different alternative solutions and verify the
impact of this number on the final configuration and on these evaluation criteria.
The second important parameter to group machines into cells is the maximum
size of each cell (CSm). This size can be defined by different manners:
-

the maximum number of machines by cell;

-

the maximum number of employees dedicated to each cell;

-

the maximum space available for each cell.
In function of his wish, the user will chose the size adapted to his situation.

These data are sufficient to solve a classical cell formation problem. Our
approach must be valid only with these data. The improved formulations presented
hereunder have not to change the validity of the approach. The approach must be able
to be applied at the majority of case studies in the literature. The formulation of the
problem must not be too complex and too restrictive.
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3.3. Improved Formulation
3.3.1.

Machine Types and Machines

As explained in the section 2.2.3, many authors consider a number fixed of
machines for each machine type. In this approach, a machine type regroups a set of
machines that have the capabilities to achieve an operation of the considered type. All
these machines can be completely identical or different in terms of productivity, cost,
etc. It is more realistic to consider a set of different machines because the acquisition
of all machines is not done in a same time but results from a long period of evolution
and changes. All machines used in the actual job shop production are considered with
their characteristics. For each machine type, different default characteristics are
defined (such as availability) and a maximum number of machines is specified.
The default data of each machine type permits to specify the characteristic once
for all machines belonging to the type. Indeed, when a value is needed for a machine
and this value is not determined for this specific machine, the used value will be the
one from the machine type. In function of the maximum number of machines defined
for each machine type, the program generates the exact number of allowed machines.
Each of these created machines is only characterised by its machine type and all data
of this type. During the resolution, all machines are not used mandatory and their
utilisations are adjusted to improve the quality of the solution of the cell formation
problem.
To treat a product needing more than one machine to achieve a particular
operation of its process, the proposed approach does not consider that two machines
are used to achieve one operation. When it is the case in the reality, the decision is
taken to use another machine grouped in the same cell or to make several shifts. For
this reason, the availability of a machine belonging to the required type will be double
or triple to be able to achieve the operation.
To circumvent the difficulty of data collection, costs are taken into account
through a lower utilisation limit (LLn) for each machine n. It is a fraction of the
machine availability dn. The limit will be set near 100 % if the machine is expensive
and its use mandatory. On the other hand, this limit will be lower than 50 % if the
machine is cheap, if it must not be highly loaded to be profit-earning and if a new
similar machine could be introduced in the system (this helps creating independent
cells).
A higher utilisation limit (HLn) is also defined for each machine. It is used to
impose some flexibility to the system: if there is a failure on a machine, the
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production can be reoriented to non-fully loaded resources. If the user wants a high
flexibility, he will fix HLn at a relatively low value (70 % for instance).
Cap

Cap

Cap

d
d.HL

d
d.HL

d
U d.HL

d.LL

d.LL

U
d.LL

U
Overfilled

Underfilled

Figure 3.2. Three case of machine utilisation in function of limit use.

These two limits are not considered as hard constraints and may not be respected,
as illustrated in Figure 3.2. U is the actual machine utilisation, and a non-respect of
these limits is used in the evaluation of a proposed solution. The first drawing
represents an ideal case when the utilisation is comprised between the low and high
limits. The two following cases are less preferable. The first represents a situation
where the machine has a flexibility worste than wanted and the second illustrates the
case of a non-profitable machine. This machine will have a high non-utilisation cost.
If the user does not want to work with these two limits, the default value will be
used (HLn = 100 %, LLn = 0 %).

3.3.2.

Products and Operations

To orient the grouping, the authors used a similarity coefficient (SPkl), computed
according to Irani’s method (Irani and Huang, 2000), between products k and l (the
method is briefly explained in section 5.5). The approach uses a similarity coefficient
between products but does not specify which coefficient must be used. So the users
can define his own coefficient in function of the wanted results (based on the process,
shape, size, etc). This coefficient will be used for the evaluation of the similarity
between all parts assigned to a machine.
To quantify the difficulty to transport a product between two machines or two
cells, we introduce a transport factor based on the Muther‘s search (Muther, 1973).
This factor can be specified for each product and must be contained all difficulty
relative to the transport such as the size, shape, state, quantity, fragility, price, etc.
This factor is comprised between 0 and 1. The higher the factor, the greater the
difficulty or the risk to move the product.
In the proposed approach the process utilisation must be valid and applied to all
case studies. In order to apply the approach to all cases of process specification, we
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introduce the possibility to particularise the duration of each operation to a specific
machine. The operating time of an operation has a default value for all machines
belonging to the considered machine type. This utilisation is practical if all machines
of a type are identical with the same characteristics. But we can specify a particular
operating time on each specific machine. In the same manner, we can forbid an
operation to be allocated to a specific machine. If a machine n is associated to the
machine type l, and the machine n cannot achieve an operation (Oki) of type l, the
value “null” will be given to the operating time tkin.

3.4. Assumptions
The transformation of the layout of an enterprise is a long process. In our case,
we wanted to convert a job shop layout to a cellular layout. This process is composed
of several steps:
1. To find the different machine cells.
2. To invest in new machines if necessary.
3. To associate each part to a specific cell.
4. To determine the part family.
5. To modify physically the emplacement of all machines.
6. To form the employee.
After these transformation steps, the classical management of the enterprise is
applied. The objective is to convert a job shop layout into cellular layout with
independent cells that can be managed individually. These cells can be viewed as
small job shop systems.
The objective of this research is situated at the first level of the reorganisation.
Our approach determines the cell and the part family formations in a static
environment with a deterministic demand. This approach, proposed in Chapter 5, is
developed under the following assumptions.
-

The operating times for all operations on different machine types are known.

-

The product mix and demand for each part is fixed on a determined period T.

-

The capabilities of each machine type are known.

-

The availability of each machine is specified for the determined period T.

- Setup times are not considered individually but they are comprised in the
operating times.
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Batch size is constant for all products and all periods.

- Each machine type can perform one or more operations. Each operation can
be done by only one machine type.
-

The number of machines is determined and fixed a priori.

- The number of cells is determined by the user and fixed during the
resolution.
-

The number of machines allowed in each cell is specified.

-

No inventories are considered.

We work in a static environment to physically group the machines into
independent cells. The machines are grouped on the basis of the total demand on the
determined period. The total utilisation of the machine is computed over the whole
period. Once the cells are created, a planification step is necessary to manage the
production. It is only at this level that the decision of cell production planning is
defined. This work is out of the scope of this thesis. The difficulty to manage a large
job shop system with a high variety of products is avoided with a cellular
manufacturing system. This difficulty is reduced at the management of several
“quasi” independent identities. The management of each cell is left at the employee
allocated to the cell.
The alternative routings are used to find the preferential routings optimising the
cell formation. These alternative routings are not used to construct flexible cells
allowing a reorientation in case of problem. To construct flexible cells permitting the
reorientation of the products inside the cell, each cell must contain more than one
machine of each type necessary to produce the part families. In this case, the part will
always be reoriented on another machine into the same cell if the dedicated machine
breaks down. To simplify the management of the production system, we must define
small independent cells dedicated to part families. These two objectives are
contradictory.
In our approach, the user will fix the maximum number of cells constraint. The
dynamic flexibility will be evaluated at the final stage on the final solution, and not in
the cell formation stage. To take into account the dynamic aspect, we impose at each
machine a degree of flexibility introduced by the low utilisation limit. This is the only
level of flexibility found in the resolution.
Before presenting the detailed resolution approach, the methods applied are
presented in the following chapter.

CHAPTER 4
ITERATIVE SOLVING APPROACH
4.1. Review
Since our main objective in this study is a multiple objective grouping problem.
In the following we will introduce the main features of the grouping genetic algorithm
developed by Falkenauer (1998) and the multiple objective grouping genetic
algorithm developed by Rekiek et al. (2001).

4.1.1.

GGA

The genetic algorithms (GAs) are an optimisation technique inspired by the
process of evolution of living organisms (Holland, 1975). The basic idea is to
maintain a population of chromosomes, each chromosome being the encoding (a
description or genotype) of a solution (phenotype) of the problem being solved. The
worth of each chromosome is measured by its fitness, which is often simply the value
of the objective function of the point of the search space defined by the (decoded)
chromosome.
They have been proved a successful optimisation method for three main reasons
(Goldberg, 1989):
- their flexibility to conjugate themselves with specific heuristics adapted to the
given problem;
- the power of their genetic operations on the chromosomes to perform a global
search rather than a local one in the solution space;
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- their ability to be adapted to many kind of constraints, linear or not, and any kind
of cost functions, continuous, discrete, single criterion or multiple objectives.
Falkenauer pointed out the weaknesses of standard GAs when applied to
grouping problems, and introduced the GGA (Falkenauer, 1998), which is a GA
heavily modified to match the structure of grouping problems. Those are the problems
where the aim is to group together members of a set (i.e. find a good partition of the
set). The GGA operators (crossover, mutation, and inversion) are group-oriented. A
description of the GGA encoding and operators is available in Annexe B.

4.1.2.

MOGGA

Applying GAs to multi-objective problems addresses two difficult topics:
searching large, complex solution spaces and deciding among multiple objectives.
The selection of a solution from a set of possible ones on the basis of several criteria
can be considered itself as a delicate and intriguing problem. A discussion on this
topic is available in Annexe A.

Cost
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Population
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Multi-criteria
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User’s
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Figure 4.1. Solution selection for multiple objectives: (a) classical GA; (b) proposed selection
approach integrating search and decision making .

The proposed solution selection approach is based on a merge of a search and
multi-criteria decisions as illustrated in Figure 4.1, and gave birth to MOGGA. The
MOGGA has been previously presented by Rekiek (2001). To come out of the
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multiple objectives problem stated by the cost function, the author used the multicriteria decision-aid method called PROMETHEE II (Brans and Mareschal, 1994).
The complete description of this method is out of the scope of this thesis and
detailed in Annexe B. It is however important to know that it computes a net flow φ
which is a kind of fitness for each solution. This “fitness” yields a ranking, called the
PROMETHEE II complete ranking, between the different solutions in the population.
The relative importance of the different objectives is set thanks to weights associated
to each criterion. An essential feature of these weights is that their influence is
independent from the evaluation of each criterion. Indeed, the outranking or
outranked character of each solution is computed thanks to a mapping of the criteria
evaluations onto [0,1], through preference functions used to establish in-two
comparisons between alternatives for each criterion. So for a given set of preference
functions, weights set to (0.5, 0.5), for a problem with two criteria, mean that both
criteria are given the same importance, independently from the exact nature of their
underlying evaluations.
Thus, the solutions are not compared according to a cost function yielding an
absolute fitness of the individuals as in a classical GA, but are compared with each
other thanks to flows, depending on the current population.
A complete review of grouping genetic algorithm and multi-criteria decision
aided is presented in appendix A with the complete description of the multiple
objectives grouping genetic algorithm used in our approach.

4.2. Cell formation MOGGA
The cell formation problem is decomposed in two distinct sub-problems:
- The allocation of operations on a specific machine (resource planning
problem with several constraints and several criteria);
-

The grouping of machines into independent cells (cell formation problem).

There are two different ways to embed these two sub-problems. The first solution
consists in allocating the operations on a machine and in embedding a module to
group the machines into cells. The second solution consists in grouping the machines
into cells and then in embedding a module to allocate operations on these machines.
The proposed algorithm is based on the first solution. It allocates all generic
operations on specific machines, which yields flows between them, and then, searches
for a grouping of these machines to minimise the inter-cellular traffic.
The whole problem is solved with a cell formation MOGGA (CF-MOGGA)
whose flowchart is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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A MOGGA is used to generate different acceptable solution composing of
acceptable operation allocations on machines. A cell formation heuristic is integrated
in this MOGGA to propose a good grouping of machines into cells. The population of
acceptable solutions evolves on the basis of several criteria used by the embedded
multi-criteria decision-aid algorithm (see section 5.6). This approach allows to
simultaneously tackle the two distinct sub-problems at each CF-MOGGA generation.
Population
initialisation

Cell Formation
heuristic

User’s
Preference

Multi-criteria
decision- aid
Genetic
operators

CF-MOGGA

Figure 4.2. CF-MOGGA: adapted MOGGA with integrated cell formation heuristic.

The initial population is generated using an adapted heuristic to take into account
all specifications of our cell formation problem. After the computation of the cell
solutions for each individual of the population by the heuristic, the individuals are
ranked using the MCDA method (PROMETHEE II). At each iteration of the main
loop, several solutions are selected from the current population and recombined to
produce a number of new individuals. The mutation is used to explore the search
space. The new individuals are then incorporated into the original population. Again,
the cell formation heuristic is applied and the individuals are ranked using the MCDA.
The loop finishes when the termination criterion by the user is reached.
Each of these different steps is described in the following chapter.

CHAPTER 5
DETAILED CELL FORMATION MOGGA
5.1. CF-MOGGA
The CF-MOGGA algorithm is schematically the following:
Generate an initial population using a resource planning (RP)
heuristic
Apply the cell formation heuristic to each individual
Order individuals using PROMETHEE II
repeat
Select parents;
Recombine best parents from the population;
Replace worst individuals of the population by the children;
Mutate several parents from the population;
Reconstruct individuals using the RP-heuristic;
Apply the cell formation heuristic to each individual;
Use PROMETHEE II to order the new population;
until a maximum number of generation is reached.
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After the initialisation based on the RP heuristic (section 5.3), the best solutions
are selected to be parents for the next generation of the CF-MOGGA. The worst
solutions are deleted. Genetic operators (section 0) are applied between several
solutions of the population, yielding a new population of chromosomes. The
reallocation of the operations after a genetic operator is based on the adapted RP
heuristic as the initialisation. The population is evaluated (see section 5.6) after the
application of the cell formation heuristic (see section 5.5), and a new generation of
the algorithm is started. The exploration of the search space is terminated when the
stop condition is reached. In this case, it is a maximum number of generations
specified by the user.

5.2. Encoding
In a grouping problem, the groups constitute the natural regularity of the search
space. The cost function to optimise is defined over the groups rather than isolated
objects (members of the set being partitioned) as for the classical genetic algorithm.
The GA’s standard chromosome representing the assignation of each item in a group
is completed with a group part, encoding the groups on a one gene for one group
basis. The genes in the GGA’s chromosomes encode groups of objects, rather than the
objects themselves.
In the CF-MOGGA, the encoding of a chromosome represents a possible
solution. The items, the objects to group, are the set of operations and the groups
represents the machines. Each item owns all characteristics of the correspondent
operation. The same manner, each group is characterised by all parameters of a
machine. The objective is to group all defined objects into a compatible group
respecting the hard constraints explained in the following section.
Like for the classical GAs, the population of chromosomes is maintained during
the whole treatment.

5.3. Initialisation – RP Heuristic
The initialisation RP heuristic is an adaptation of a classical first fit (FF)
heuristic. An operation to be allocated is picked at random, and selects a machine
capable of accommodating it among the used resources. If it is impossible to respect
the hard constraints, a new machine of the required type is introduced in the system.
The two hard constraints used in the RP heuristic are the following. First, every
operation is assigned to an accessible machine of the type required by the operation.
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When the algorithm tests if the operation can be assigned to a machine, the operating
time on this machine is computed. If the value is “null”, there are two reasons: the
machine is not of the same type as the operation or the data contains the information
that the machine cannot be able to achieve this operation (like explained in section
3.3.1).
Second, the availability of a machine cannot be overstepped. The algorithm
computes the actual utilisation of the machine and verifies if the remaining time is
sufficient to achieve the operation. The utilisation of the machine n is computed as
follows:
NP NOk

U n = ∑ ∑ δ kin .tkin .Qk
k =1 j = 0

where δkin=1 if operation i of the product k is allocated to machine n. The
utilisation of the machine n is the sum of all operations assigned to this machine
multiplied by the quantity of product to produce. To allocate the operation Olj on the
machine n, the condition U n + tljn .Ql ≤ d n must be verified.
The flowchart of the RP heuristic is represented in Figure 5.1. Initially, all objects
(operations) are ordered randomly and there is no group in the system. The index of
groups (machines), n, the number of machines in the system, m, and the index of
operations, j, are null. The first operation is chosen and i is incremented. The “find
group” module searches a compatible machine for the chosen operation.
If there are machines in the system, the “find group” module begins to order them
randomly. The index of machines is incremented. While “n” is inferior to the number
of machines in the system (m), all machines are visited to verify the two conditions
about the corresponding type of machine and the maximum utilisation. If these two
hard constraints are respected, the operation is inserted in the found machine.
If no machine is able to achieve the operation, the program verifies if there are
still no used machines. Two cases are possible:
- If the number of machines actually used in the system (m) is inferior to the
maximum number of allowed machines (M), a new machine of the type required to
achieve the operation (object) is added in the system.
- If the number of machines in the system (m) is equal to the maximum number of
machines (M), an independent procedure is run to free one or several machines of the
required type. The operation is then assigned to the free group respecting the two hard
constraints and the index of machines and operations are updated in function of the
removed operations.
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Figure 5.1. Flowchart of the RP heuristic used to initialise the CF-MOGGA.
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While the number of assigned objects is less than the total number of objects
(NO), the algorithm continues to find a group for the following object. The algorithm
is finished when all objects (operations) are assigned to a group (machine).

5.4. Genetic Operators
These genetic operators are the operators presented by Falkenauer (Falkenauer,
1998) for the grouping genetic algorithm.
Based on the fitness values, the GGA selects candidate solutions and combines
the best traits of the parents to produce superior children. This combination operator is
called crossover. This operator determines how the space can be searched. Thus, it
defines simple transition rules to construct new candidate solutions from old ones.
A crossover’s job consists of producing offspring out of two parents in such a
way that the children inherit as much as possible of the meaningful information from
both parents. Since it is the groups that convey important information in grouping
problems, we must find a way to transmit groups from the parents onto the children.
The GGA crossover proceeds as follows:
- Select at random two crossing sites, delimiting the crossing section, in each
of the two parents.
- Inject the contents of the crossing section of the first parent at the first
crossing site of the second parent. Recall that this means injecting some of the
groups from the first into the second.
- Eliminate all objects now occurring twice from the groups they were
members of in the second parent, so that the ‘old’ membership of these objects
gives way to the membership specified by the ‘new’ injected groups.
Consequently, some of the ‘old’ groups coming from the second parent are
altered: they do not contain all the objects anymore, since some of those objects
had to be eliminated.
- Adapt the resulting groups, according to hard constraints of the problem and
the cost function to optimise. The heuristic used to reconstruct individuals in the
population is slightly different than the initialisation heuristic: it follows a first fit
descending scheme. The operations are sorted and allocated to the resources by
decreasing duration order.
- Apply the points 2 through 4 to the two parents with their roles reversed in
order to generate the second child.
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The mutation is the second genetic operator used in the CF-MOGGA. According
to the nature of the particular grouping problem, one or more of the following three
operators can be applied: create new group(s) from randomly selected objects;
eliminate a randomly selected group by distributing the objects it contains over the
other groups; shuffle a small number of objects among groups.

5.5. Cell Formation Heuristic
As mentioned previously, this heuristic is run before the evaluation of the
chromosomes generated by the CF-MOGGA.
The allocation of operations on machines generates traffics between machines. A
flow matrix between machines is then computed. This matrix is not a binary
representation of the flows: all flows between machines are expressed in terms of
number of destination work hours. This representation of flows takes into account the
storage in front of each machine. Each element of the matrix is computed as follows:
NP NOk −1

x n1− n 2 = ∑
k =1

∑δ
i =1

k i n1

.δ k (i +1) n 2 .Qk .t k (i +1) n 2

where Qk is the demand of product k (number of items per period), tkin is the operating
time of operation i of product k on machine n, and δkin1δk(i+1)n2 is equal to one if the
operation i of product k is achieved on machine n1 and the next operation i+1 is
performed on machine n2.
The computation of the flow matrix is illustrated on the following example.
Suppose that product P1 has a process with four operations and the chosen routing is
(m1-m3-m6-m7). In this case, one has the three following flows:
xm1-m3 = t123 Q1;
x m3-m6 = t136 Q1;
x m6-m7 = t147 Q1.
For example, the first flow (x m1- m3) represents the operating time on machine m3
of the second operation of the product p1. By multiplying the term t123 by the quantity
of product 1 to produce, Q1, one obtains the number of work hours necessary to
achieve the second operation.
These flows are computed for each process and all flows from machine n1 to
machine n2 are summed to form the xn1-n2 coefficient. The flow matrix is computed for
each chromosome. The cell formation heuristic, based on Harhalakis’s heuristic
(Harhalakis et al., 1990) is then applied, providing a grouping of machines into cells.
This flowchart of the heuristic can be schematised as follows:
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Figure 5.2. Flowchart of the cell formation heuristic based on Harhalakis’s heuristic.

Initially all machines are allocated to an independent cell and the number of cells
(c) is equal to the number of machines (M).
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The iterative step is the search of the maximum flow (xmi-mj + xmj-mi) between two
cells in the matrix respecting the size condition. Following the user’s choice, the size
condition can be based on the number of machines into a cell, the surface used by the
cell or the number of men necessary for the running of the cell. The condition will be
written as Size(ci) + Size(cj) ≤ MaxSize. If the condition is not respected, the following
maximum is searched until the condition is true. When two cells are grouped the
number of cells is decremented and the flow matrix is updated. The inter-cellular
flows between cell i and cell j is converted to intra-cellular flow. All flows between
the new cell i (cell i + cell j) and the others cells k are updated as follows:
x’ci-ck = xci-ck + xcj-ck and x’ck-ci = xck-ci + xck-cj.
The algorithm finishes when the maximum number of cells (C) is reached.
If it is impossible to group two independent cells, two cases are possible. Those
are illustrated with the size constraint expressed in terms of the number of machines
into cells (C = 3; MaxSize = 3).
- The remaining cells to group have not flow between them as shown in Figure 5.3.
Machines 5 and 7 have flows with each cell but there is no flow between machine 5
and 7. The algorithm does not find a flow between them and cannot group them. In
this case, we have two possibilities to propose a solution.
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m3
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7

m8

6

Figure 5.3. Remaining machines have no flow between them.

1. The user wants to form cells respecting the constraint in terms of size
of cells and in terms of number of cells. The remaining cells will be
groupe’ together while the size constraint is respected and until the
required number of cells is reached.
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2. All cells containing one machine and without flows between them are
grouped into a particular cell (the size of the cell can be exceeded).
This group will be presented to the user as a set of particular machines
without flow. The program leaves the liberty to the user to choose what
he wants to do with these particular machines.
- The maximum number of cells is not reached but no cells can be grouped without
exceeding the size condition as illustrated at the Figure 5.4. In this case, the cell with
the smallest intra-cellular flow is decomposed and the algorithm tries to group the last
machines with the existing cells.
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c3
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3

2

m5

c2

6
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c4
Figure 5.4. The maximum number of cells is not respected but no cells can be grouped
without exceeding the size constraint.

This heuristic is not optimum and needs an optimisation to be efficient. This
optimisation is based on the Kernighan and Lin’s heuristic (Kernighan and Lin, 1970).
This procedure starts from a given partition and first tries to find the best possible
swap between the groups (swap may concern subsets of the two partitions). The
objective of the optimisation in the CF-heuristic is to adapt the Kernighan and Lin’s
heuristic to more than two groups.
This heuristic is based on the flow matrix expressed in terms of quantity to
produce on the destination machine. If the user wishes to, the heuristic can also use
another flow matrix based on the number of batches transferred between two
machines. This flow matrix will be computed as follows:
NP NOk −1

yn1− n 2 = ∑
k =1

∑δ
i =1

ki n1

.δ k ( i +1) n 2 .

Qk
.FTk
LSk
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where Qk, LSk and FTk are respectively the demand, the batch size and the transport
factor of product k, and δkin1δk(i+1)n2 is equal to one if operation i of product k is
achieved on machine n1 and the next operation i+1 is performed on machine n2.
The whole cell formation heuristic is almost identical but the flow matrix X used
for the computation of intra-cellular flows is exchanged with the flow matrix Y.

5.6. Cost Function
The worth of each chromosome is measured by its fitness, which is the flow φ of
PROMETHEE II. Five criteria are taken into consideration in the comparison of
solutions: similarity between products (RS), use of multi-functional machines (RM),
flexibility (RF), cost (RC), and cell formation coefficient (RG). The principal criterion
to evaluate the chromosomes of the population is the quality of formed cells provided
by the cell formation heuristic. This is an originality of the proposed approach: one of
the outputs of the heuristic (the cells) is used to evaluate the quality of the solutions
proposed by the CF-MOGGA. The different criteria are explained hereunder.

5.6.1.

Maximise the Similarity Coefficient (RS)

The coefficients SPkl (presented in the section 3) are computed during the pretreatment using the Irani’s method (Irani and Huang, 2000). He proposes a merger
coefficient, a comparison of strings representing the manufacturing sequences to
detect common substring. This measure is based on the longest common substring
(the longest string of consecutive operations) that appears in two original sequences.
Consider the sequences S1 = (abcdbe), S2 = (abcdfe) and S3 = (abcde). The two
solutions S1 and S2 have one operation (respectively b and f) in their sequence
preventing the complete similarity with S3, and the longest common substring is abcd.
But S1 is more similar to S3 than S2 because the supplementary operation is an
operation already present in the sequence. The merger coefficient is adapted to take
into account this difference and to give the coefficient SPkl.
The coefficients SPkl are used to compute coefficients Skl filtered by two
parameters p (preference threshold) and q (indifference threshold) as follows:
Strong similarity:

Skl = 1

if p ≤ SPkl;

Actual similarity:

Skl = SPkl

if q ≤ SPkl < p;

Strong dissimilarity:

Skl = 0

if SPkl < q.
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The authors considered that below q the similarity is not important enough to be
taken into account, and that above p it is sufficient to consider that the products are
similar. The principle is illustrated in Figure 5.5. If the user does not want to pass the
similarity through a filter he can choose p = 1 and q = 0. In that case, Skl = SPkl.
Skl
1
p

q

0

q

p

1

SPkl

Figure 5.5. Similarity coefficients filtered by the indifference threshold q and the preference
threshold p.

A second filter is envisaged in the program. The value of the similarity between
the indifference threshold and the preference threshold is set to 0.5.
The similarity factor RS is then computed as the average of RSn coefficients for
each machine:

RS =

1 m
∑ RS n
m n =1

with

 NOl NOk

RS n = ∑∑  ∑ ∑ S kl ⋅ δ kin ⋅ δ ljn 
l =1 k =1  i =1 j =1

p

p

 OM n

 2 (OM n − 1) ,



where δkin is equal to 1 if operation i of the part k, Oki, is assigned to machine n, OMn
is the number of operations assigned to machine n, NOk is the number of operations in
the process of product k, m is the number of machines used in the studied
configuration.
The computation of this coefficient RSn is illustrated in Figure 5.6 with machine 3
performing four operations (O13, O25, O42, O11). We must compare the similarity
between parts P1, P2 and P4. Supposing that one has the following similarity
coefficients: SP12 = 0.68, SP14 = 0.83, SP24 = 0.23, the Skl coefficients, with q = 0.4
and p = 0.8 are: S12 = 0.68, S14 = 1, S24 = 0.
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The similarity coefficient RS3 for machine M3 is the sum of six coefficients Skl
between products resulting from four operations and compared two by two:
O 13 and O25 => P1 and P2;

O25 and O42 => P2 and P4;

O13 and O42 => P1 and P4;

O25 and O11 => P2 and P1;

O13 and O11 => P1 and P1;

O42 and O11 => P4 and P1.
O11
O42

S24 + S 21

S41

O25
O13

S12 + S14 + S11

Figure 5.6. Example of similarity utilisation.

The similarity between two operations belonging to the process of the same
product is equal to 1. When a similarity coefficient is not defined between two
products, the default coefficient is 0 and the two products are considered as strongly
dissimilar. So one has
RS3 = (0.68 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 0.68 + 1)/((4.3)/2) = 0.727.
This coefficient represents the average of the similarity between all products
assigned on machine M3.

5.6.2.

Minimise the Multi-functional Machine Coefficient (RM)

The problem with the similarity coefficient is that the algorithm privileges the
grouping of similar operations on multi-functional machines. So, a multi-functional
machine will be used like an uni-functional machine capable of doing only one type
of operation. To minimise the flows, it is necessary to allot a maximum number of
operations belonging to the process of a given part to this machine. The higher the
number of operations of a process on a machine, the less the traffic between
machines.
The multi-functional coefficient is introduced for this reason. The parameter MMk
is defined as the sum of different machines used in the chosen routing for product k,
divided by NOk (the number of operations in the process of product k):
m
 NOk

MM k = ∑  ∏ δ kin  NOk
i
=
1

n =1 
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NOk

where ∏ δ kin is equal to 1 if one or more operations of the product k are
i =1

performed on machine n. The coefficient MMk represents the proportion of different
machines needed to achieve the process of the product k.
The multi-functional coefficient RM is the average of the MMk coefficients on all
products:
p

RM = ∑ MM k p .
k =1

This coefficient represents the average proportion of different machines used to
achieve the process of a product and is illustrated in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. In
these examples, one can see different routings generated for a unique process. If one
considers this criterion alone, the algorithm will prefer the solution of Figure 5.8 to
the one of Figure 5.7, because it tries to minimise the MMk coefficients.
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tm1

tm2
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m2
m3

m4
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Figure 5.7. Choice of a bad routing for the product i based on the multi-functional criterion
(MMi = 4/4).
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Figure 5.8. Choice of a good routing for the product i based on the multi-functional criterion
(MMi = 2/4).

This coefficient takes into account the frequency of used machines but not the
sequence of these machines. The author considers that the cell formation coefficient
(presented below) takes this aspect into account in minimising the traffic between
cells. So the algorithm will prefer a final solution with a routing (m3 – m3 – m6 – m6) to
a routing (m2 – m4 – m2 – m4), because the first solution generates one flow between
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two machines while the second solution generates three traffics between two
machines.

5.6.3.

Minimise the Flexibility Coefficient (RF)

A pursued objective is to respect the workshop target flexibility. In Chapter 3, the
authors introduced the higher machine utilisation limit (HL) expressing the wish to
leave a portion of the machine availability free. These limits are not hard constraints,
a penalty for the non-respect of these conditions is rather introduced. All overstepping
of high limit (HLn dn) fixed for each machine is penalised, and the RF coefficient is
computed as:
RF =

 (U − HLn ⋅ d n ) 
1 m
max 0, n
.
∑
m n =1
 (d n − HLn ⋅ d n ) 

Each penalty is computed as the relative overstepping of the limit; it is illustrated
on the following example (Figure 5.9). In the first case (Figure 5.9a), the utilisation of
the machine is below the higher limit (HLndn), the evaluation of the penalty
coefficient is negative and the effective value considered in the sum is null. In the
other case (Figure 5.9b)), the evaluation of the penalty is positive and equal to x/y.
dn

dn

HLn.dn

Un

HLn .dn
xy

Un

LLn .dn

LLn.dn
Mn
(a)

Mn
(b)

Figure 5.9. Two cases of machine utilisation: (a) no penalty; (b) relative penalty equal to x/y.

In the flexibility coefficient RF, the sum of all penalties is divided by the number
of used machines. This allows taking into account the variability of the number of
machines between the different solutions. The algorithm tries to minimise the RF
parameter to limit the penalties due to the non-respect of what can be somehow seen
as a required flexibility.

5.6.4.

Minimise the Cost Coefficient (RC)

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the authors used the lower limit to somehow reflect
the cost of the production system. If a machine is underfilled, it will not be profitable,
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and a penalty is introduced on each machine whose utilisation (Un) is inferior to the
lower limit (LLn dn). The coefficient RC introduced here expresses the average of all
penalties produced by the non-respect of the lower limit.
RC =

 ( LLn ⋅ d n − U n ) 
1 m
max 0,
.
∑
m n =1
LLn ⋅ d n



Figure 5.10a shows a good utilisation of the machine Mn. This situation does not
leads to a penalty because the evaluation of the expression is negative. On the other
hand, the situation of Figure 5.10b leads to the penalty x/y.
dn

dn

HLn.dn

HLn.dn

Un

x y
LLn.dn

LLn.dn

Un

Mn
(a)

Mn
(b)

Figure 5.10. Two cases of machine utilisation: (a) no penalty; (b) relative penalty equal to x/y.

The penalty for this cost coefficient is a relative measure taking into account the
relative importance of non-respect of lower limit imposed by the user.

5.6.5.

Maximise the Cell Formation Coefficient (RG)

This coefficient is the most important in the solution evaluation. Many authors
consider this sole coefficient when the grouping is based on one criterion. It is
computed after the application of a cell formation heuristic explained in section 5.3
based on Harhalakis’ algorithm (Harhalakis et al., 1990). When the flow matrix is
computed for a considered allocation of operations, the total sum of the flows in this
matrix is equal to the total flow:
n

n

Φ total = ∑ ∑ x n1 − n2
n1 =1 n2 =1

During the heuristic, each grouping of cells is followed by the transformation of
the inter-cellular flow into an intra-cellular flow. To pursue the grouping, it is
necessary to update the flow matrix. For each grouping of cell i and j, the algorithm
sums the two lines i and j and the two columns i and j. After this update, the grouping
can continue with the search for the maximum flow value in the updated matrix.
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Once cells have been formed, the intra-cellular flow (Φintra) is computed

Φ intra =

nbCell

∑
c =1


 nbCell
x
 ∑ ∑ n1 − n2  = ∑ (Tcc )
 n1∈Cc n2 ∈Cc
 c =1

where
Tcd =

∑ ∑x

n1∈Cc n2 ∈C d

n1 − n2

.

Tcd represents the total flow between two cells c and d. So the factor Tcc expresses
the total flow between all machines belonging to the cell c.
To obtain the cell formation coefficient, Φintra is divided by the total flow
between machines (Φ tot).
RG = Φ intra Φ tot
This criterion represents the proportion of the flow that occurs inside cells.

CHAPTER 6
CASE STUDIES AND EVALUATION
The proposed CF-MOGGA has been implemented on a Windows workstation in
the C++ programming language, and tested on several case studies. Two of them are
presented in the following sections. The program is fast and the results are found in 10
seconds.

6.1. First Case Study (Vivekanand and Narendran, 1998)
This case study considers 12 parts and 6 machines. Some data about machine
type has been completed to get all information we needed. The data used to test the
method is presented in Table 6.1. The availability of machines is expressed in
minutes/week: m1: 4200; m2: 4260; m3: 4980; m4: 5400; m5: 4620; m6: 5340. The
lower limit has been fixed at 40 % for each machines and higher limit at 90 %. Each
part type requires up to four operations, with up to three alternative machines for
performing each of them. The demand of each part is: p1: 110; p2: 120; p3: 80; p4: 150;
p5: 50; p6: 60; p7: 100; p8: 50; p9: 50; p10: 90; p11: 50; p12: 90 units/week. The author
did not introduce any specific value for the similarity between products. The
algorithm uses the default value (0) for the similarity between two different products
and the default value (1.0) for two operations belonging to the same process of a
product. The weights associated with the different criteria are: RS: 3, RM: 1, RF:1,
RC: 2, RG: 8.
Op

T

O1 1
O1 2
O1 3
O1 4
O2 1
O2 2

1
2
1
3
3
1

Op.
Time
m1: 7.68
m2: 7.80
m3: 6.72
m4: 6.42
m4: 7.74
m1: 7.14

Op.
Time
m3: 6.72
m1: 6.78
m5: 6.42
m5: 6.48
m4: 6.24

Op.
Time

Op

T

O7 1
O7 2
O7 3
O8 1
O8 2
O8 3

3
2
1
1
3
1

Op.
Time
m4: 7.80
m3: 6.84
m2: 6.90
m3: 6.00
m4: 6.78
m5: 6.00

Op.
Time
m3: 6.36
m1: 6.36
m3: 6.66
m1: 6.36
m1: 7.44
m1: 7.26

Op.
Time
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O2 3
O3 1
O3 2
O4 1
O4 2
O4 3
O4 4
O5 1
O5 2
O5 3
O5 4
O6 1
O6 2
O6 3
O6 4

3
3
1
2
3
2
2
2
1
3
1
2
2
2
2

m5: 6.24
m4: 7.62
m4: 7.44
m6: 7.14
m4: 6.90
m6: 6.54
m6: 6.00
m3: 7.20
m3: 7.38
m1: 7.20
m1: 7.44
m6: 6.96
m6: 7.62
m3: 6.42
m3: 6.48
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m5: 6.72
m3: 7.80
m2: 7.02
m2: 6.06
m2: 6.78
m2: 7.32
m1: 7.44
m2: 6.66
m3: 7.68
m2: 6.90
m2: 7.02
m1: 6.90
m2: 6.96

m1: 7.62

m6: 6.30

O8 4
O9 1
O9 2
O9 3
O10 1
O10 2
O10 :3
O10 4
O11 1
O11 2
O11 3
O12 1
O12 2
O12 3

2
2
3
1
3
2
2
3
1
1
1
3
3
3

m3: 6.96
m3: 6.06
m4: 6.78
m3: 6.12
m5: 6.72
m5: 7.26
m2: 6.90
m5: 6.54
m3: 7.20
m3: 7.02
m1: 7.80
m3: 6.54
m4: 7.62
m5: 7.62

m2: 7.50
m2: 7.14
m3: 7.26
m1: 6.18
m4: 6.18
m2: 6.06
m5: 6.54
m1: 7.44
m1: 7.14
m3: 7.74
m4: 6.60
m5: 6.48
m4: 7.74

m5: 7.44
m5: 6.60

Table 6.1. Operations (ij: product i, operation j) and operating times on specific machines
(first case study).

The results are presented in Table 6.2.
Machine
1
2
3
4
5
6

Operations
Utilisation Cell
3294.6
2
O4 1; O4 2; O8 3; O9 3; O10 4
O5 1; O6 1; O6 3; O7 2; O8 4; O9 1; O10 3; O10 2
3738.0
1
O1 1; O1 2; O1 3; O2 1; O2 2; O2 3
4685.1
3
O1 4; O3 2; O5 3; O7 1; O7 3; O8 1; O12 1; O12 2; O12 3
5391.3
3
O3 1; O5 2; O5 4; O6 2; O6 4; O8 2; O9 2; O10 1; O11 1; O11 2; O11 3
4523.4
1
O4 3; O4 4;
1881.0
2
Table 6.2. Result of the cell formation procedure (first case study).

One obtains the following values for the different criteria:
•

RS = 29.55% (average similarity of the operations allocated to a machine);

•

RM = 63.89% (average proportion of different machines that are used to do
all the process of a product [number of machines/number of operations]);

•

RF = 2.182 (higher limit overstepping penalty);

•

RC = 0.119 (penalty for under-filled machines);

•

RG = 71.8% (71.8% of the total traffic [16530.6 hours of work] is an intracellular traffic; the inter-cellular traffic is reduced to 4648.8 hours and intracellular traffic equal to 11881.8 hours).
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6.2. Second Case Study (Askin, 1997)
This case study considers 19 parts and 10 machine types. The availability of a
machine type is expressed in minutes/year and the maximum number of machines of
each type is presented in Table 6.3. These availabilities are based on a total capacity:
220 days per year and 8 hours of functioning a day.
Machine
Type
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Availability
102000
108000
72000
108000
96000
96000
84000
108000
114000
96000

Maximum
machine
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2

LL

HL

0.63
0.67
0.4
0.67
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.67
0.7
0.6

0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

Table 6.3. Data about the machine types (availability, maximum number of machines, lower
and higher utilisation limit).

The demand of each part is the following (the batch size is presented between
brackets):
p1: 900 (100), p2: 7700 (700), p3: 2000 (400), p4: 3000 (500), p5: 50 (25), p6: 4500
(900), p7: 3824 (956), p8: 464 (116), p9: 3120 (624), p10: 6496 (928), p11: 3690 (410),
p12: 4140 (690), p13: 1686 (562), p14: 4135 (827), p15: 4805 (961), p16: 3928 (491), p17:
4475 (895), p18: 4452 (742), p19: 2508 (627) units/year.
Each part type requires up to six operations defined by the machine type and the
processing time. The difference with the first case study is that the processing time is
defined once for all machines belonging to the type machine and not specified for
each particular machine. The values are given in Table 6.4. The weights associated
with the different criteria are: w(RS)=5; w(RM): 1; w(RF): 1; w(RC): 2; w(RG): 10.
Op.

Type

O1-1
O1-2
O1-3
O1-4
O1-5
O2-1
O2-2
O2-3
O2-4
O3-1
O3-2

8
4
9
1
2
7
1
4
5
8
7

Op.
Op.
Time/type
machine
6.70
O7-1
4.20
O7-2
5.20
O7-3
3.40
O7-4
5.90
O7-5
3.64
O8-1
4.20
O8-2
3.17
O8-3
3.03
O8-4
3.55
O8-5
3.75
O8-6

Type

Op.
Time/type
machine

Op.

Type

Op.
Time/type
machine

1
9
5
10
6
7
1
4
3
5
1

4.15
5.02
3.02
2.51
2.52
4.36
5.21
4.03
7.09
3.17
3.21

O12-1
O12-2
O12-3
O12-4
O12-5
O13-1
O13-2
O13-3
O14-1
O14-2
O15-1

8
4
7
2
6
10
2
6
10
2
10

3.11
3.17
4.03
3.85
2.53
4.25
3.93
2.54
2.51
3.79
2.51
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O3-3
O3-4
O4-1
O4-2
O4-3
O4-4
O4-5
O5-1
O5-2
O5-3
O5-4
O6-1
O6-2
O6-3
O6-4
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4
5
8
4
9
1
2
8
9
1
2
9
5
10
6

3.30
3.05
3.34
3.24
5.04
2.28
3.98
3.00
5.02
2.17
3.79
5.02
3.02
2.51
2.52

O9-1
O9-2
O9-3
O9-4
O9-5
O10-1
O10-2
O10-3
O10-4
O10-5
O10-6
O11-1
O11-2
O11-3
O11-4

1
4
3
5
1
1
4
9
5
10
6
1
9
10
6

4.22
3.19
4.98
3.03
2.22
4.15
3.13
5.02
3.02
2.51
2.52
4.34
3.05
2.52
2.55

O15-2
O16-1
O16-2
O16-3
O16-4
O17-1
O17-2
O17-3
O17-4
O18-1
O18-2
O19-1
O19-2

2
8
4
2
6
8
9
2
6
10
2
10
2

3.75
3.36
3.24
3.99
2.54
2.97
3.04
3.77
2.52
2.51
3.82
2.52
3.88

Table 6.4. Operation and processing time defined for the machine type.

6.2.1.

First Solution

With the data presented above, the algorithm finds the solution presented in Table
6.5.
Mach. Type
Operations
1
1 O1-4; O4-4; O5-3; O7-1; O8-2; O8-6; O9-1; O9-5; O10-1; O11-1
2
1 O2-2;
3
2 O1-5; O15-2; O17-3; O18-2; O19-2; O5-4; O12-4; O13-2; O14-2
4
2 O4-5; O16-3
5
3 O8-4; 9-3
6
4 O1-2; O12-2; O16-2; O2-3; O3-3; O4-2; O8-3; O9-2; O10-2
7
4 8
5 O2-4; O3-4; O6-2; O7-3; O8-5; O9-4; O10-4
9
5 10
6 O6-4; O7-5; O10-6; O11-4; O12-5; O13-3; O16-4; O17-4
11
6 12
7 O2-1; O3-2; O8-1; O12-3
13
8 O1-1; O3-1; O4-1; O5-1; O12-1; O16-1
14
9 O17-1
15
9 O1-3; O4-3; O5-2; O6-1; O7-2; O17-2; O10-3; O11-2
16
10 O14-1; O15-1; O18-1; O19-1; O6-3; O7-4; O10-5; O11-3; O13-1
17
10 -

Utilisation Cell
92850.71 2
32340.0 3
105363.29 1
27612.71 1
18827.25 4
102514.67 2
0
84880.85 2
0
82766.64 1
0
54235.24 3
62664.19 2
13604.0 1
105701.85 2
93596.52 1
0
-

Table 6.5. Solution of the allocation of operations and grouping of machines for case study
Askin (1)

For this solution, the evaluation of the criteria yields:
RS = 46.38 % (average similarity of the operations allocated to a machine);
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RM = 98.07 % (average proportion of different machines that are used to do all the
process of a product [number of machines/number of operations] of different
machines are used to do all the process of a product);
RF = 2.37 higher limit overstepping penalty;
RC = 2.425 (penalty for under-filled machines);
RG = 69.42 % (69.42% of the total traffic [642 544.27 hours of work] is an intracellular traffic; the inter-cellular traffic is reduced to 195 514.6 hours and the intracellular traffic is equal to 449 029.67 hours).
Four machines are not used in this solution. This is due to the RP heuristic, which
tries to minimise the number of machines used.

6.2.2.

Second Solution

To compare the first solution with another solution using more machines, all
availabilities are decreased of 20000 units. The algorithm finds the solution reported
in Table 6.6.
Mach. Type
Operations
1
1 O6-2; O7-3; O11-4; O12-2; O12-3; O12-5; O16-3
2
1 O4-4; O8-2; O9-2; O17-3
3
2 O4-5; O5-3; O7-2; O7-4; O14-1; O17-1; O19-1
4
2 O4-3; O5-1; O11-2; O18-2
5
3 O2-4; O9-4;
6
4 O1-5; O6-1; O8-5; O10-4; O11-1; O12-1; O12-4; O13-3
7
4 O8-6;
8
5 O2-3; O3-4; O9-3; O10-6; O13-2; O17-4
9
5 O9-1;
10
6 O1-2; O15-1; O17-2; O3-1; O4-2; O7-5; O10-5
11
6 O8-1
12
7 O2-2; O7-1; O8-3; O16-1
13
8 O1-1; O11-3; O14-2; O19-2; O5-2; O9-5; O10-1
14
9 O1-4; O15-2; O16-2; O16-4; O13-1
15
9 O2-1; O5-4; O8-4
16
10 O1-3; O3-2; O3-3; O6-3; O6-4; O10-2; O10-3
17
10 O4-1; O18-1

Utilisation Cell
80533.3 1
44657.41 3
80719.63 2
52256.37 2
18827.35 4
78105.68 1
24408.99 3
61780.85 1
23100
3
73357.15 2
9409.49 4
54235.24 3
62664.19 1
85210.38 1
34095.47 4
75256.51 2
18340.01 2

Table 6.6. Solution of the allocation of operations and grouping of machines for case study
Askin (2)

For this solution, evaluation of the criteria yields:
RS = 46.39%;
RM = 98.94%;
RF = 2.61;
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RC = 3.29;
RG = 65.86%.

6.2.3.

Comparison of the two Solutions

In this first solution, the algorithm finds a good grouping with a cell formation
coefficient equal to 69 %. Four machines are not used in this configuration but the
grouping yields a better coefficient than the second solution, for which RG = 65%.
Further studies will be undertaken to evaluate the effect of the minimisation of the
number of machines on the reported solution.

6.3. Evaluation of the Algorithm
6.3.1.

Number of Machine and RP-heuristic

In the actual state, the algorithm needs to know the maximum number of
machines for each type of machine. The heuristic used in the CF-MOGGA for the
initialisation is based on a first fit heuristic which can be non optimal. In the general
structure of the MOGGA, a new group (or new machine) is added to the system only
when there is no possibility to insert an object (operation) in an existing group. It is
necessary to modify this heuristic and compare the different solutions with another
heuristic based on the adapted equal piles heuristic. Our objective is to find the best
cellular configuration independently from the number of used machines. An equal
piles heuristic assigns all operations on the specific machines trying to equalise the
workload on the machines. This heuristic finds the best repartition of the operations
on all machines in the system. This heuristic would be an alternative to our RPheuristic and would permit to find solution using all available machines. In the future,
we will adapt the two heuristics (equal piles and first fit).

6.3.2.

Integrated RP-Heuristic

As explain in the section 4.2, we have two grouping problems to solve
simultaneously. We chose to use a MOGGA for the first problem and an integrated
heuristic to solve the second. Use a heuristic to group machines into cells is not
optimal and can focalise the search around a local optimum. To avoid this
inconvenient we can use another MOGGA to solve the second grouping problem.
There exist different alternatives to combine the effect of two MOGGAs. One of them
is to integrate the MOGGA to group machines in the MOGGA to assign operations.
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This solution of two integrated MOGGAs will be much slower than the MOGGA
with an integrated heuristic. The objective will be to establish the best integrated
method to find the best solution of cells. The time to obtain the solution will be taken
into account in the comparison of all methods and solutions.

6.3.3.

Cost Function

Our objective was to describe a method allowing a user to find a best cellular
solution in understanding the different used criteria. Following this objective, the
criteria are simplified and comprehensible by everyone without any difficulties. We
have met three problems with these criteria:
- The different criteria must be studied again to verify if all equations express the
criteria correctly. The criteria can be redundant between them.
- It is difficult to find to good value for the different parameters such as the
indifference and preference thresholds and the weight of each criteria.
- It is difficult to compare the found solution based on several criteria with other
authors’ solution. Indeed the multi-objective search is not frequently met in the
literature.

6.3.4.

Human Resource

In our approach, all employees are considered as identical with the same
competence. In reality, the problem is much more complex because each employee
has been formed to take care of several identical machine in a job shop layout. He is
specialised in this task. In a cellular manufacturing, each cell is managed by one or
more employees that have the capabilities to take care of all machines in their cell.
It is necessary to do a special treatment for the human load in function of their
capabilities and the formation cost.

6.3.5.

Number of Cells and their Size

The flexibility in the definition of the cell size and the maximum number of cell
is found in the interface. The program finds a solution for these determined
parameters. It will be interesting to define extreme values to limit the search and to let
some liberty to the algorithm in the optimum search. The number of cells can be
defined like a value comprised between a minimum value and a maximum value. In
the same manner, two limit values can be defined for the size of the cells.
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Modifying these parameters can optimise the cell formation. These modifications
avoid the user run the program several times to identify himself the optimal solution.

6.3.6.

Alterative routings

As explain in the section 3.4, the alternative routings are used to optimise the cell
formation but not to increase the flexibility of the proposed layout. An evaluation
parameter can be proposed to evaluate the flexibility of the layout in terms of
rerouting in case of production perturbation. This evaluation must be studied deeply
because if the flexibility must be evaluated at each generation, the running time can
be increased highly.
Another solution is to deeply evaluate the flexibility of the final solution. In
function of this evaluation a modification of several parameters can be done or
another criteria can be defined in function of the user’s wish.

CHAPTER 7
PRESENTATION OF THE PROGRAM
7.1. Data
The data is stocked in a xml file to facilitate the management of all data. A
truncated example is presented hereunder.
<!DOCTYPE RPCM SYSTEM "rpmc.test.dtd">
<RPCM >
<MachineTypes>
<MachineType Id="TM1" Dispo="4800" Ll="0.41" Hl="0.93" Max="4" Men="3"/>
<MachineType Id="TM2" Dispo="3850" Ll="0.41" Hl="0.89" Max="5" Men="0.3"/>
</MachineTypes>
<Machines>
<Machine Id="M1" Dispo="4200" Ll="0.25" Hl="0.90" Men="0.2">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM1"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM2"/>
</Machine>
</Machines>
<Products>
<Product Id="P1" Quantity="110" LotSize="55" FTrans="0.5">
<Operation Id="Obj1" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T1" Size="7.68" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T2" Size="6.72" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj2" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T3" Size="7.80" MachineRef="M2"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
</Products>
<Similarities>
<Similarity Id="S1" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P2" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S2" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P3" Value="0.82"/>
</Similarities>
</RPCM>
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A complete data file is presented in the Annexe C with the doctype associated to
the xml file. As detailed in Chapter 3 all data relative to the types of machines,
machines, products and their operations are detailled in this file. It is essential to
respect the different conventions so that the program accepts the data and find a
solution. All the parameters are not mandatory. Each of them (similarity, transport
factor, etc.) is treated with a default value if the user has not fixed a specific one.

7.2. Program
When the user runs the program “RP-CM Heuristic.exe”, the window presented
in Figure 7.1 appears on the screen. All modifiable parameters are accessible by this
interface. We have grouped the information into four categories: data source; data for
CF-MOGGA; data for cell formation heuristic and data for the output files. Each of
these parts is explained in the following sections.

Figure 7.1. Principal window of the RP program with integrated CF heuristic.
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Data Source

The format of the data file is defined in the Annexe C. The data source must
exactly correspond to the doctype.
A default file is already written in the window “Data Source”. This file is placed
in the folder “C:\Program Files\Cell Formation\Data ” during the installation of the
program.
The user can chose another file with a click on the button “Browse...” and search
in his folders for the good file. When the file is found, the user clicks on the button
“Open” and the file is posted in the data source window. If the user clicks on the
button “Cancel”, the window “Open” is closed and the file written in the window is
the default one.

Figure 7.2. The open dialog permits to search for the file containing the data to analyse.
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Data for the RP-MOGGA

Different parameters must be defined by the user to run the RP-MOGGA and
entered in the window presented in Figure 7.3. The first step permits to define the two
principal parameters. The first is the number of generations. There is no restriction on
this number. It must be high enough to use efficiently the MOGGA and allow it to
have the population evolved to an optimal solution. The second is the size of the
population. This number must be a multiple of 8 to be accepted by the program. The
dilemna is to find the good compromise between the speed of the algorithm with
small values of these parameters and the efficiency of the algorithm with high values.

Figure 7.3. Part of the principal window concerning the parameters for the MOGGA.

The second step is to specify the filter to compute the similarity used by the
program. As explained in section 5.6.1, the similarity can be filtered by a stage 0-0.51 or by a stage 0-S-1. Below the value q, the similarity is equal to 0 and above the
value p, the similarity is equal to 1. Between these two values, the used similarity will
be equal to 0,5 or to the similarity following the selected check box in the window. If
the user does not want to use a filter, he selects the stage 0-S-1 and fixes q at 0 and p
at 1.
The last step consists to specify the criteria used by PROMETHEE II. The user
must click on the button “Criteria for RP MOGGA” and the criteria window (Figure
7.4) opens. The user can check all criteria he wants to use and define the three values
referring them: the indifference threshold, q, the preference threshold, p and the
weight of the criterion, w. There are some restrictions in the utilisation of all criteria
because some criteria are redundant ones compared to the others. For example, the
user can choose to use the intra-cellular flow criterion based on the quantity to
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produce. In this case, he has no access to the second intra-cellular flow criterion based
on the transferred batch. If he clicks again on the intra-cellular flow criterion, this one
is no more checked and the second criterion becomes accessible.

Figure 7.4. This window allows the user to select and modify the criteria used by
PROMETHEE II.

7.2.3.

Data for the CF Heuristic

The only available data in the interface (Figure 7.5) for the cell formation
heuristic are the maximum number of cells and maximum number of machines by
cell. A pre-treatment will verify if these values are significant compared to the
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number of machines in the xml file. If these values are too small or too big, an error
message announces to the user that he must modify these values.

Figure 7.5. Data used for the cell formation heuristic.

7.3. Output
The output file contains all information necessary to represent the solution. The
used code in the output file corresponds to the used code in the data file. We find all
following information:
-

All parameters entered in the interface are summarised at the beginning of the file;

- Each operation is allocated to a specific machine and the time to achieve the
demand is also written;
-

Each machine is characterized by its utilisation;

-

Each machine is grouped in a specific cell;

-

The value of the different used criteria are specified;

- The two initial flow matrices before the grouping into cells expressed in terms of
flow quantities and in terms of batch number are presented;
-

The two final flow matrices after the grouping into cells are finally written;

All the solutions have been tested with another application to verify their validity
in terms of hard constraints (types of machines and capacities).

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS
8.1. Conclusions
Group technology is the grouping of parts and/or machines in order to increase
the production efficiency of part design and production. The initial step in applying
GT to manufacturing is the identification of part families and/or the formation of
machine groups.
In this thesis, we presented an original method to address the cell formation
problem with alternative routings. We took into account the three most important
production parameters in cell design as presented in Chapter 2:
-

The process sequence allowing to define the flows between machines;

- The production volume allowing to compute the real material moves between
machines and between cells;
- The alternative routings allowing to optimise the cell formation and evaluate
the flexibility into each cell.

The problem is decomposed into two sub-problems:
- The allocation of each operation on a specific machine to determine the
preferential routing for each product;
- The cell formation by grouping machines while respecting the size
constraints in terms of number of cells and size of cells.
Our approach (Chapter 4) is based on a multiple-objective grouping genetic
algorithm (MOGGA), taking several criteria into account to choose the preferential
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routing for each product. A cell formation heuristic is integrated in this MOGGA to
group machines. The MOGGA optimises the cell formation by modifying the routings
used for each product. The evaluation of the solutions is based on different criteria
such as the cell formation evaluation, the similarity between products assigned to a
machine, the cost and flexibility evaluation on the basis of limit of machine
utilisation, etc.
The algorithm has been implemented with a user interface presented in Chapter 7.
The interface allows a maximum of flexibility in the program utilisation. The user can
choose one or more evaluation criteria and determine the weight of chosen criteria. He
can also choose amongst different ways to evaluate the flows between machines.
These flows can be expressed in terms of quantities to produce or in terms of the
number of batches transferred between machines. This approach can be used to test all
standard case studies by adapting the parameters of the interface.
The objective to form cells and part families was based on a double grouping
(operations and machines). The final solution is a proposition of cells defining part
families. The whole objective of the cell formation problem is to transform a job shop
system to a cellular manufacturing system where all machines are physically moved
to form the final cells. The proposed approach can be only used to form part families
thanks to the cell solution. It would allow to keep the job shop layout and to choose
the adequate routing for each part respecting the fictive grouping into cells.

8.2. Further Works
The proposed method leaves an opened door to many deeply searches. As
explained in section 6.3, the method taking into account several parameters gives
some good result but is not yet optimal.
There are three principal directions to extend our research:
1.

2.

Optimising the actual method.
-

A local optimisation based on the swapping method must be added to the
cell formation heuristic to improve the solution.

-

The RP-heuristic used in the initialisation of the MOGGA must be
modified to take into account the average workload and to generate
solutions with a different number of used machines.

Modifying the actual method and using two MOGGA to solve the two distinct
grouping problems (RP and CF problems). Different solutions will have to be
tested:
-

A RP MOGGA with an integrated CF MOGGA;
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-

A CF MOGGA with an integrated RP MOGGA;

-

A combination of RP MOGGA with an integrated CF heuristic followed
by a CF MOGGA applied on the best solution.

Inserting new parameters to extend the method.
-

The operators must be taken into account as individual with different
qualification and capabilities.

-

The use of alternative processes must be studied to evaluate the balance
between the solution quality and the difficulties they involve.

-

The minimum and maximum values for the cell formation must be
integrated in the model to permit the program to optimise the solution in
function of these parameters.

-

The user’s preferences must be taken into account to generate a valid
solution for the user.

-

The user’s constraints about the cell formation must be specified.
Different machines must remain grouped for different reasons (functional,
human competence, etc.). There are separation constraints too for
machines that must be placed in different cells such as a painting machine
generating gas emanations, which cannot be placed beside another one
generating sparks.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
THE PROMETHEE METHOD
This appendix contains a short introduction to the multi-criteria decision aid
system PROMETHEE. For a full description, Brans (1994) and Vincke (1989) should
be consulted. The PROMETHEE method permits the building of an outranking
between different alternatives.
Let A be a set of solutions, each a ∈ A, fj(a) represents the evaluation of a
solution, a , to a given criterion, fj . Table A.1 represents a generic evaluation table.
a1
a2
#
ai
#
an

f1(.)
f1(a1)
f1(a2)

f2(.)
f2(a1)
f2(a2)

...
...
...

fj (.)
f j (a1)
f j (a2)

...
...
...

fj (.)
f k (a1)
f k (a2)

f1(ai)

f2(ai)

...

f j (ai)

...

f k (ai)

f1(an)

f2(an)

...

f j (an)

...

f k (an)

Table A.1. Evaluation table

A.1. Enrichment of the Preference Structure
The notion of generalized criteria is introduced in order to take into account the
extent of the deviations between the evaluations.
For this purpose we define preference function Pj(a,b) as giving the degree of
preference of solution a over solution b for a given criteria, fj. In most cases, we can
assume that Pj(a,b) is a function of the deviation d=f(a)-f(b) . We consider that the
function Pj(a,b) is normalized, so that:
-

0 ≤ Pj(a,b) ≤ 1 ;
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-

P(a,b)=0, if d ≤ 0 , no preference or indifference;

-

P(a,b) ≈ 0, if d > 0 , weak preference;

-

P(a,b) ≈ 1, if d >> 0 , strong preference;

-

P(a,b)=1, if d >>> 0 , strict preference.
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It is clear that P has to be a non-decreasing function of d, with a shape similar to
that in Figure A.1. Parameters q and p are known respectively as the indifference and
the preference threshold.
The generalized criterion associated with f(.) is then defined by the pair
(f(.),P(.,.)). The PROMETHEE method requires a generalized criterion to be
associated with each criterion, fj.

Figure A.1. An example of a preference function.

A.2. Enrichment of the Dominance Relation
A valued outranking relation is built up that takes all the criteria into account. Let
us now suppose that a generalized criterion (fj(.),Pj(.,.)) is associated with each
criterion fj(.).
The p and q values are the indifference and preference thresholds respectively.
When the difference between the evaluations of a and b is lower than q it is not
significant, and the preference of a over b is thus equal to zero. When the difference
between the evaluations of a and b is greater than p it is considered to be very
significant, and the corresponding preference is thus equal to one.
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A multi-criteria preference index π(a,b) of a over b can then be defined, that takes
all the criteria into account with the following expression:
k

π ( a, b ) = ∑ w j Pj (a, b)
j =1

where wj > 0 are weights associated with each criterion. These weights are positive
real numbers that do not depend on the scales of the criteria.
It is interesting to note that if all the weights are equal, π(a,b) will simply be the
arithmetical average of all the Pj(a,b) degrees. π(a,b) expresses how, and to what
extend, a is preferred to b, while π(b,a) expresses how b is preferred to a over all the
criteria. The values π(a,b) and π(b,a) are computed for each pair of alternatives a,
b ∈ A. In this way, a complete and valued outranking relation is constructed on A.

A.3. Exploitation for Decision Aid
Let us considered how each alternative, a∈ A, faces the n-1 others and therefore
defines the two following outranking flows:
-

the positive outranking flow is given by:
Φ + (a) =

-

1
∑ π ( a, b )
n − 1 b∈A,b ≠ a

the negative outranking flow is given by:
Φ − (a) =

1
∑ π ( b, a )
n − 1 b∈A,b ≠ a

The positive outranking flow expresses to what extent each alternative outranks
all the others. The higher is Φ + (a) , the better the alternative will be. Φ + (a)
represents the power of a, i.e. its outranking character.
The negative outranking flow expresses to what extend each alternative is
outranked by all the others. The smaller Φ - (a) is, the better the alternative will be.
Φ - (a) represents the power of a, i.e. its outranked character.

A.4. PROMETHEE I Ranking
Two rankings of the alternatives can be deduced naturally from the positive and
the negative outranking flows. Let us denote them ( S + , I + ) and ( S - , I - ) respectively:
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a
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S +b iff Φ + (a) > Φ + (b)
I +b iff Φ + (a) = Φ + (b)

a

a

S −b iff Φ − (a) < Φ + (b)
I −b iff Φ − (a) = Φ + (b)

Partial PROMETHEE I ranking is the intersection of these two rankings:




I
a P b





iff

a

a

a

a
a


S + b and a S −b
S + b and a I −b
I + b and a S −b
I Ib
Rb

iff a I + b and a I −b
otherwise

where the index I denotes that the ranking concerns the PROMETHEE I method.
Let us denote with P, I and R the preference, the indifference and the
incompatibility respectively between two alternatives. The results of the pairwise
PROMETHEE I comparisons are the following:
a PI b

a I Ib
a RI b

a is preferred to b. In this case, the higher power of a is associated with the
lowest level of weakness of b. The information given by both outranking
flows is consistent and can be considered to be viable.
a and b are indifferent. The positive and the negative outranking flows of a
and b are equal.
a and b cannot be compared. In this case, a higher power of one alternative is
associated to a lower level of weakness of the other. This usually happens
when a is good on a set of criteria on which b is weak, and vice-versa. As the
information corresponding to the alternatives is not consistent, it seems
natural that the method would not decide which one of the alternatives is
better. In such a case, it is up to the decision-maker to assume the
responsibility and to decided.

If a complete ranking of the alternatives is requested by the decision-maker, the
net outranking flow can be considered: Φ (a)=Φ + (a)-Φ - (a) . This is the balance
between the positive and the negative outranking flows. The higher the net flow is, the
better the alternative will be.

A.5. PROMETHEE II Ranking
Complete PROMETHEE II ranking is defined by:
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P II b

iff

Φ (a) > Φ (b)

I II b

iff

Φ (a ) = Φ (b)

All the alternatives are now comparable.

A.6. An Example of PROMETHEE
Let us illustrate the PROMETHEE method with the problem of choosing a car.
Different criteria can be laid down, i.e. the price (as low as possible), the fuel
consumption (as low as possible), the comfort, given as a number between 0 and 3 (as
high as possible) and the power (as high as possible). Table A.2 shows the values for
different cars, with the best value for each criterion in bold: no one solution seems to
be any better than any other. Moreover, each person may have his or her own
preference, for example power may be very important compared to the other criteria.
Car
Car
Car
Car

1
2
3
4

Price (k€)
8.75
13.75
25
62.5

Cons. (l/100km)
6.2
7.5
8
20

Comfort
Good (1)
Good (1)
Excellent (3)
Very Good (2)

Power (CV)
30
50
80
120

Table A.2. Example of a multi-criteria decision problem.

The preference threshold, p, is set 0.2 for each criterion, i.e. if two solutions have
a relative difference greater than 20 % for one criterion, one solution is always
preferred to the other for this criterion. Furthermore, the indifference threshold, q, is
set at 0.05 for each criterion, i.e. if two solutions have a relative difference below
0.5 % for one criterion, the two solutions will be considered to be equal for this
criterion.
Let us first compute the PROMETHEE ranking of these solutions when all the
criteria weights are set at 1 (Table A.3).

Car
Car
Car
Car

3
1
2
4

Φ+
0.583
0.417
0.417
0.417

Φ0.417
0.417
0.417
0.583

Φ
0.166
0.000
0.000
-0.166

Table A.3. PROMETHEE ranking when the weights of all the criteria are 1.

The results show that the best solution is Car 3, and that the worst is Car 4. The
method cannot rank Car 1 and Car 2 differently. Let us now compute the
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PROMETHEE ranking of these solutions when the weight of the power criterion is
set at 4 (Table A.4).

Car
Car
Car
Car

4
3
2
1

Φ+
0.666
0.619
0.381
0.238

Φ0.333
0.381
0.524
0.667

Φ
0.333
0.238
-0.143
-0.429

Table A.4. PROMETHEE ranking when the weight of the power criterion is 4.

The effect of this change is clearly to seen in the results, because, as expected, the
Car 4 turns out to be the best solution.

APPENDIX B
MULTI-CRITERIA GROUPING PROBLEMS
Section B.1 proposes an introduction to grouping problems. One of the metaheuristic used to solve this kind of problems is the Genetic Algorithm (GA) described
in section B.2. Section B.3 proposes an introduction to grouping problems. One of the
meta-heuristic used to solve this kind of problems is the Grouping Genetic Algorithm
(GGA) described in section B.4. An overview of multi-criteria problems is presented
in section B.5. A specific GGA, the Multiple Objective Grouping Genetic Algorithm
(MOGGA), was developed to solve these problems and is described in section B.6.
Finally, section B.7 concludes this appendix.

B.1. Algorithms, Heuristics and Meta-Heuristics
B.1.1.

Problems

The area of interest of applied computer science is the solving of problems. There
are different kinds of problems, but the ones that we are interested in are the
optimisation problems where the aim is to find the best solution among all possible
ones. For example, in the Bin Packing Problem the aim is to find the right number of
boxes of a given size to store a set of objects of given sizes; optimisation involves, for
example, finding the smallest number of boxes.
It is important to make the distinction between a problem that refers to a general
class, e.g. “Bin Packing”, and an instance representing a special type of a problem,
e.g. “the Bin Packing problem involving size 5 boxes for 25 objects of different
sizes”.
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An optimisation problem can be defined as a finite set of variables, where the
correct values for the variables specify the optimal solution. If the variables range
over real numbers, the problem is called continuous, and if they can only take a finite
set of distinct values, the problem is called combinatorial.
A combinatorial optimisation problem is defined (Papadimitriou and Steiglitz,
1982) as the set of all the instances of the problem, with each instance, I, being
defined by a pair (F,c), where F is called the search space, i.e. the set of all possible
solutions for an instance, and c is a cost function calculated for each solution of F and
used to determine the performances of each solution.

B.1.2.

Algorithms

To solve problems it is necessary to develop methods, often called algorithms in
computer science, that describe the set of actions to be performed under given
circumstances. In one of the definitions found in the literature (Garey and Johnson,
1979), an algorithm is stated as the list of precise rules that specify “what to do” under
all possible conditions. This definition includes the one of the Turing Machine
(Turing, 1936), which is an abstract representation of a computing device. Another
definition is to describe an algorithm as a finite set of instructions (evaluations and
assignations), which leads to a solution.
The complexity, ϑ, of an algorithm defines a relationship between the size of an
instance, such as the number of objects in the Bin Packing Problem, and the necessary
resources to solve it, i.e. the amount of memory and number of CPU cycles required.
A complexity of ϑ(n²) for example signifies that the resources required evolutes as the
square of the size of the instance, i.e. an instance two times larger than another one
needs four times more resources.
An important category of problems consists of the NP-hard ones, for which no
polynomial time algorithm has been found so far. With these problems, the CPU time
increases exponentially with the size of an instance. In other words, when the size of
the problem increases, it becomes impossible to compute all the valid solutions. For
example, in a Bin Packing Problem involving 5 objects it is possible to compute all
the different solutions to determine the best one. Whereas for 500 objects, it is no
longer possible. NP-hard problems can only be solved by specific algorithms which
try to reach an optimal solution, or at least a solution as close as possible to one
optimal in a reasonable time.
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Heuristics

When dealing with NP-hard problems it is often necessary to use algorithms that
do not guarantee an optimal solution. This class of algorithms is known as heuristics.
A heuristic is an “intuitive” way to find a valid and often reasonably good
solution for a given problem in a “reasonable” lapse of time, i.e. a heuristic is based
on “rules-of-thumb”, ideas that seem to be helpful in some typical instances though,
without providing any guarantee of the quality of the solution. For example, in the Bin
Packing Problem, the first-fit descending heuristic which consists in treating objects
in descending order of size and putting one into the first group that can take it, is a
well-known heuristic giving good results in such cases (depending on the sizes of the
bins), though not necessary the optimal one. The biggest problem about heuristics is
that it is strongly instance- and problem-dependent, and that the results may be very
poor.
When the essential factor is the time of execution, heuristics is the best solution.
For example, a first-fit heuristic is used in an operating system to find a memory zone
when a program allocates a given amount of data. In this case, the fact that the
solution proposed is not the best one is less important than the time needed. But,
because of their drawback, heuristics rarely reach the status of being able to provide a
solution when the quality of the solution is important, and cannot be considered as a
general approach.

B.1.4.

Meta-heuristics

The two disadvantages of heuristics are that the solutions proposed can often be
very low-quality and are strongly instance- and problem-dependent. Computer science
has developed several methods to work-around these disadvantages. All these
methods use heuristics in some way or another, but enable the entire search space to
be search in; this is the reason why the term meta-heuristics is employed. Most metaheuristics need cost functions which are, most of the time, a mathematical expression
that represents the quality of a solution for a given problem. A brief introduction to
simulated annealing and tabu search ends this section. Another meta-heuristic known
as the genetic algorithms will be presented in the next sections.
B.1.4.1 Simulated Annealing

A first type of meta-heuristics is the simulated annealing algorithm (Kirkpatrick
et al. (1983), van Laarhoven and Aarts (1987)). The idea is to start both from a given
solution that can be obtained by a heuristic and from the corresponding value of the
cost function, which has to be minimized. This solution is altered by making minor
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modifications, such as switching two objects between boxes in the Bin Packing
Problem. The resulting intermediate solution is evaluated, and the difference, δs, of
the cost functions is computed.
If δs < 0, which represents a lower energy level, the modification is accepted. If
−

δs

δs = 0, the modification is accepted with a probability of e t ; so the probability to
accept an increase of the cost function, decreases with an increase in temperature, t.
The temperature is decreased at each iteration until it reaches zero, this is known as
the cooling schedule. This feature enables the simulated annealing algorithm to climb
out of local optima and to search for a global optimum. Figure B.1 illustrates the
paradigm of the simulated annealing algorithm.
Initial
Solution

No

Modification

δs < 0

Yes

Final
Solution

Accept
Temperature
decreases

Evaluation

δs ≥ 0

Temperature
equals zero

Accept with
probability

Figure B.1. Simulated annealing.

The quality of the results depends on the initial temperature and the cooling
schedule. The higher the initial temperature and the slower the cooling schedule are,
the better the final result will be. But the time required to reach the optimal solution
increases with these two parameters.
B.1.4.2 Tabu Search

A second type of meta-heuristic is the tabu search (Glover et al. (1992), Glover
and Laguna (1997)). It is based on the idea that making the same mistakes twice in
searching for an optimal solution, cannot be acceptable. As in the case of the
simulated annealing, this method effects local improvements to an initial solution
obtained by a heuristic. The best solution in selected in the whole neighborhood of the
current one. The tabu list, a list of fixed length contains all the modifications carried
out so far without producing any improvements. When a specific modification is close
to one on the list it is excluded and the next best one is adopted. Of course, the tabu
list is updated at each iteration by removing the oldest modification and inserting a
more recent one. Figure B.2. illustrates the paradigm of the tabu search.
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The efficiency of this meta-heuristic depends of the local improvements chosen
for a given problem and of the size of the tabu list.
Initial Solution

List of Modification

Verify
“Tabu List”

In “Tabu List” ?

Yes

No
Worser

Evaluation Solutions

Best Solution Hold

Worser

Continue

Stop
Final Solution

Figure B.2. Tabu Search

B.2. What are Genetic Algorithms?
B.2.1.

Definition of a Genetic Algorithm

Before studying the different elements of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) introduced
by Holland (Holland, 1975), it may be interesting first of all to define what GAs are.
GAs (Goldberg, 1991) can be defined as an exploration algorithm based on the
mechanisms of natural selection and the genetic science. GAs use the survival of the
best adapted structure and an exchange of pseudo-random information to search the
solution space. At each generation a new set of artificial artifacts is constructed by
using parts of the best elements of the previous generation and, sometimes, by adding
new characteristics. GAs are not only based on random exploration but also use
information obtained from the past to evaluate the best position to explore in the
future. The population is evaluated at each generation against an objective function to
determine its adaptation.
GAs are constructed to be more robust than conventional methods and, in
particular the other meta-heuristics described in section B.1.4.
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Origin of Genetic Algorithms

GAs are based of the natural evolution of species as described by Darwin (1859):
in any population, the best adapted (fitted) individuals have a greater chance of
reproducing than less adapted ones; this is called natural selection. In nature, new
characteristics are transmitted to offsprings by crossing two individual genes. This
process is not deterministic, and some uncertainty in these characteristics is
introduced. Furthermore mutations may occur as genes are passed from parents to
children implying that a small modification occurs in the copy, i.e. the child will have
a characteristic not present in the parents. If this mutation has a positive influence on
the child, the child will be better adapted than its fellows without this mutation; this
newly introduced characteristic may thus be present in the next generation as the
result of natural selection. Natural selection is thus based on the fact that some
characteristics in a population reflects the specifications of the strongest (best
adapted) individuals and thus should lead generally speaking to a better adapted
population.
As in nature, where individuals may be represented by their chromosomes alone,
GA work with a population of abstract representations of solutions called
chromosomes. At each iteration, a generation, the chromosomes representing the best
solutions1 are selected and used for a crossover to produce new solutions. Their
children replace the less adapted ones. By exchanging “good information” between
chromosomes, GAs try to create new chromosomes with a better value with respect to
the fitness function.
Note that the "bad" genes are not taken into account by GAs.

B.2.3.

Genetic Algorithms and other Methods

They are four major differences between a GA and traditional approaches to
solving optimisation problems:
1. GAs use a parameter coding rather than the parameters themselves, i.e. GAs do
not have to know the meaning of the parameters.
2. GAs work on a population of solutions and not on a single one, and so explore a
larger portion of the search space.
3. GAs use a value of the function to be optimised and not another form of this
function. The function does not need to have any special analytical properties.

1

The solutions with the best values for a given cost function.
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4. GAs use probabilistic transitions and not deterministic ones. For the same instance
of a problem (same initial conditions and data), the results may be different after
two different runs2.

B.2.4.

Paradigm

This section describes a basic Genetic Algorithm in order to illustrate its principal
features. A well-known example (Goldberg (1991)) will be developed progressively
to help the reader to master the concepts: we will try to optimise function f(x)=x²,
where x is a coded number using five bits (x∈ [0,31]). In this particular case the
function, f(x), can, of course, be used as a cost function which is maximum for the
number 31, i.e. when all the bits coding the chromosome are set to 1. For the example,
the size of population is fixed as 4.
B.2.4.1 The Structure of Genetic Algorithms

The generic structure of a GA is shown in Figure B.3.

Figure B.3. Structure of a genetic algorithm.

2 In fact, this can make debugging more difficult because it is impossible to reproduced the bugs from
one run to another. Because of this, there is generally a debug mode in GAs, where under same initial
conditions two different runs will produce the same results.
This can be done by implementing a pseudo-random generator which reproduces the same sequence of
numbers if asked.
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The different steps are:
1. A population is constructed which is made up of a fixed number of solutions,
known as chromosomes. Each chromosome is evaluated through a cost function
describing the optimum targeted.
2. GAs reproduce some of the statistically best chromosomes. These chromosomes
replace others, statistically the worst since the size of the population has to remain
static3.
3. GAs construct new chromosomes by making a crossover between existing ones.
4. There is a level of given probability that some of the chromosomes will be
affected by a mutation.
5. There is a level of given probability that some of the chromosomes will be
affected by an inversion.
6. Each newly created chromosome is evaluated by means of the cost function.
7. GAs stop if and when a final condition is reached that indicates that an acceptable
solution exists; otherwise GAs make a new generation by repeating step 2 .
All modern GAs hold a separate copy of the best chromosome ever computed so
as to avoid its accidental destruction when it forms part of the population.
Both the operators and the encoding scheme are equally important. The
remainder of this section is devoted to a brief introduction to each operator. We
assume that the chromosomes are represented by a string of five bits, with each bit
{0,1} representing a gene of the chromosome.
Remark: The reader should note that the operators have to be chosen so that
they reach the optimal solution, i.e. the operators described in the next sections
cannot be used to solve every optimisation problem.
B.2.4.2 Initial Construction and Evaluation

The first step is to construct and evaluate an initial population. The easiest way to
construct this population is to randomly create the different chromosomes. But, when
the initial population is of poor quality, GAs need many more generations to reach the
end condition. The initialisation is therefore a crucial step in GAs. In general,
problem-dependent heuristics are used to initialise these solutions.
For our example, random initialisation is acceptable. Table B.4 shows the initial
population and the value of the cost function for each chromosome.
3

This is not necessary, but in a computer environment, memory and speed problems increase when the
size of the population increases. This is the reason why standard-size populations are selected.
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Chromosome
C1
C2
C3
C4

Coding
01101
11000
01000
10011
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x
13
24
8
19

f(x)=x²
169
576
64
361

ranking
3
2
4
2

Table B.4. Initial Population for f(x)=x² .

B.2.4.3 Reproduction

Historically, the reproduction step is the re-creation of a simple copy of a set of
selected chromosomes that will replace a set of other selected chromosomes. In fact,
no modern GA does the reproduction step by really copying chromosomes. Moreover,
the role of reproduction is to select the way in which the different chromosomes will
be treated by the crossover. Different methods exist for the construction of these sets,
but only two of them will be dealt with here:
-

proportional selection, which is the standard approach in the history of the GAs;

-

the tournament adopted in the GGA.

B.2.4.3.1

Proportional Selection

Proportional selection (Holland, 1975) is based on the idea that an individual who
is twice as good as another should have double the chance of being reproduced. This
selection is usually implemented using the “roulette wheel” strategy. The wheel is
divided into n sections, n being the number of chromosomes. Each section is labelled
from 1 through n, and has an arc length directly proportional to the fitness value of the
corresponding individual. This is demonstrated in Figure B.4 for a population of 4
chromosomes.

Figure B.4. “Roulette wheel” strategy.
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A ball is run around the wheel and will stop at a random point, so determining the
section selected. When this method is applied t times, this method selects t individuals
that will be used as parents in the crossover. The individuals with high fitness values
will naturally have more chance of being selected, and those with low fitness values
have more chance of disappear in the next generation. The chromosomes selected are
then randomly regrouped to form t/2 pairs, which are used as the parents for the
crossovers. The number, t, of chromosomes to be selected for the crossover can be
obtained by the crossover probability. For example, in a population of 10
chromosomes and a crossover probability of 0.6, 6 chromosomes will be selected as
parents.
Let us apply proportional selection to our example (Table ). The length of the arc
for each chromosome is computed with f ( x) = ∑ f ( x) . By multiplying this length
by the size of the population, it is possible to compute the number of copies expected
for each chromosome.
Chromosome

f(x)=x²

f ( x)
∑ f ( x)

C1
C2
C3
C4

169
576
64
361

0.1444
0.4923
0.0547
0.3085

4.

f ( x)
∑ f ( x)

Copies

0.5776
1.9692
0.2188
1.234

1
2
0
1

Table B.2. Proportional selection using the example.

As expected, the result of the selection is that the chromosome with the highest
cost value function is copied twice while the chromosome with the lowest cost value
function is not copied at all. So, after the proportional selection, there are 2 copies of
the chromosome stored in C2 and no copy of the chromosome which was stored in C3.
This means that a copy of the chromosome stored in C2 is stored in C3, i.e. at this
stage chromosomes stored in C2 and C3 are identical. The two pairs forming the
parents for the potential random crossovers are (C1, C2) and (C3, C4).
A disadvantage of this method is the fact that there are no guarantees that the best
individual will be reproduced because proportional selection uses a probabilistic
approach. Also, if the best chromosome ever computed is stored outside the
population, it will not change the problem for the best chromosome in the population,
which may be different from the best ever computed. The advantage is that the best
solution is not always the parent of a global optimum, but sometimes of a local one.
This strategy enables the local optimum to be overcome.
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B.2.4.3.2 Tournament
The tournament strategy (Goldberg et al. 1989) is illustrated in Figure B.5. The
idea is to create an ordered list of the individuals with the best solution always at the
top, and the others ordered according to a specific method described below. The upper
part of the list will further be used when “good” chromosomes are needed, while the
lower part for “bad” chromosomes.

Figure B.5. Tournament selection.

An initial set of all the individual identifiers is established. Two identifiers of this
set are chosen randomly (step 1), and their fitness values are compared (step 2). The
best of the two - the one corresponding to the individual with the best fitness value - is
reinserted into the set, while the other is pushed into the list (step 3). This method is
repeated until all the identifiers in the set are in the list; this process leads to the
construction of an ordered list of individuals, with the best one at the top of the list.
The operator can then presume that the chromosomes ranked in the top half will be
used as parents for the crossovers and the resulting children will replace the
chromosomes in the bottom half.
Let us apply this strategy to the example in Table . Initially, the set contains all
the chromosomes of the population and the list is empty.
Set

Test

{C1, C2, C3, C4}
{C2, C3, C4}
{C2, C4}
{C2}
∅

(C1, C4)
(C2, C3)
(C2, C4)

Put in
the list
C1
C3
C4
C2

List
∅
{C1}
{C1, C3}
{C1, C3, C4}
{C1, C2, C3, C4}

Table B.3. An example of a tournament.
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The first two randomly compared chromosomes are C1 and C4. Chromosome C4
has a better fitness value than C1, so C1 goes in the list while C4 goes back into the set.
The next two randomly compared chromosomes are C2 and C3. Because C3 has the
lower fitness value it goes into the list and C2 stays in the set. Finally, the
chromosomes are ordered as {C1, C2, C3, C4}, where the last inserted chromosomes
represents the best individual. The parents chosen for the crossovers are C4 and C2,
and chromosomes C1 and C3 will contain the results of these crossovers.
In comparison with proportional selection, with the tournament strategy:
1. The chromosomes are not copied but just ordered, i.e. there is always only one
copy of each chromosome. In fact, for well-designed operators the population
must be as diversified as possible.
2. The last inserted chromosome in the list is the best chromosome of the population,
i.e. in comparison with proportional selection the best individual is always
reproduced.
B.2.4.4 Crossover

The role of a crossover operator is to create new chromosomes in the population
by using characteristics of parent chromosomes. If the crossover operator copies
interesting characteristics, the corresponding new chromosomes should enjoy a better
potential of adaptation, i.e. their fitness values should increase. The basic idea is that
information, known as genes, is exchanged between two selected chromosomes to
create two new chromosomes. An example of such an exchange is shown in Figure
B.6. A position called the crossing site is selected randomly from the string. The new
chromosomes are constructed by mixing the left- and the right-hand sides of each
parent's crossing site.

Figure B.6. A simple crossover.

Let us apply this crossover operator to our example by choosing as parents the
result of the tournament where the randomly selected crossing site is 2 (Table ).
The result of the crossover shows that the newly created chromosome, C1, has a
better fitness value than the parents. In the example, chromosome C3 however has a
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very low fitness value and will probably be destroyed during the next reproduction
step.
Parent
11|000
10|011

Children
11011
10000

Chromosome Replaced
C1
C3

x
27
1

f(x)=x²
729
1

Table B.4. Crossover-on the example.

B.2.4.5 Mutation

If the crossover was the only existing operator, it would be impossible for GAs to
scan the whole search space.
Indeed, if we assume that, in the initial population in our example no
chromosomes has the third bit set to 1, the best solution for the problem
corresponding to a chromosome with all the bits set to 1 would never be found. The
role of the mutation operator is to randomly insert new characteristics in the
population to diversify it. An example of a mutation is shown in Figure B.B.7, where
a gene is randomly chosen and modified.

Figure B.7. A simple mutation.

In our example, this modification could consist in transforming a bit from 1 to 0
or from 0 to 1. If chromosome C1 in our example is chosen and the randomly selected
bit is the third, C1 will be modified as 1 1 1 1 1, and the best solution to the problem
will have been found (Table ).
Before Mutation
11|0|11

After Mutation
11111

x
327

f(x)=x²
1024

Table B.5. Mutation on the example.

Even if the interest of such an operator is clear in certain cases, the probability
that a mutation occurs is very low because too many mutations would destroy the
effects of the reproduction and the crossover. So it is necessary to adopt a method to
choose the chromosome and, eventually, the gene on which the mutation must be
carried out. Section B.2.4.7 discusses some strategies that can be used.
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B.2.4.6 Inversion

The crossover and the mutation operators affect the information contained in the
chromosomes. The inversion operator does not change the information, but will
change its presentation. Again, to understand this point, it is important to know that
the position of a given gene in a chromosome has an influence on whether this gene
will, or will not, be used by the different operators. For example, in the basic
crossover presented at Figure B.6, a gene which is in the middle of a chromosome has
more chance of being involved in a crossover than the first or last gene. It is therefore
sometimes interesting to change the way information is presented. Figure 8.8 shows a
simple inversion operator if it is assumed that the value of the corresponding fitness
function is not changed: two genes have been randomly chosen, here D and E, and
their information exchanged.

Figure B.8. A simple inversion.

The pertinence of this operator strongly depends on the problem studied because
an operator may not affect the information contained in a chromosome. This means
that this operator is not always applied in real situations. In our example, the inversion
of two bits in the chromosome will automatically change the number represented if
the two bits are set to different values. In the Grouping Genetic Algorithms presented
in section B.4, the inversion operator is applied.
B.2.4.7 Mutation and Inversion Frequencies

The mutation and inversion operators must not be used in each generation and on
each chromosome. It is therefore necessary to develop a method to choose when and
where to apply these operators.
A first strategy widely used in GAs is to assign to each operator a probability,
(pcross and pinv}; values of 0.0333 are often found in the literature. In each generation,
each chromosome has a probability of pcross and pinv of being chosen for a mutation or
an inversion.
Another strategy is to apply such operators only when it “seems necessary”.
Because the mutation is used to insert diversity into the population and the inversion
to facilitate the work of the other operators, these operators are needed when GAs
seem to be stagnating. Two situations can indicate that GAs do not longer evolute:
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- A number of generations has been run through without the best chromosome
computed ever changing. When a given threshold is reached, the best
chromosome ever computed is chosen, a mutation is effected on it and the result
replaces a chromosome in the population.
- A given number of generations has been run through without the best
chromosome in the population changing. When a given threshold is reached, the
best chromosome in the population is chosen, a mutation is effected on it and the
result replaces a chromosome in the population.
The following approaches can be used to choose the chromosome to be replace:
-

The chromosome with the lowest fitness value is used for the mutation.

- A chromosome is chosen using the “roulette wheel” strategy (see section
B.2.4.3.1).
In some GAs, when a mutation must be carried out on the best chromosome ever
computed, a special operator known as the strong mutation is used. In general, this
type of operator modifies the chromosome profoundly while a normal mutation only
brings about minor changes.

B.2.5.

Theoretical Grounds

While it is not provable that GAs can find the optima for NP-hard problems, there
are some elements that can partially explain why GAs may work, and in particular
why the quality of the population increases through the different generations. The
effects of the different generic operators listed in the previous sections will be studied.
The reader should know that these theoretical aspects treated are not necessary to
understand the other sections treating GAs.
B.2.5.1 Schemata Theorem

The central concept in the Genetic Algorithms theory is schemata. Schemata are
the parts of a chromosome defined by the constant values of some of the chromosome
genes.
We assume that chromosome encoding takes the shape of strings based on a
binary alphabet {0,1}. Each string Ai (i=1,..., |A|) consists of L bits Aij (j=1,...,L), i.e.
the lengths of the chromosomes are L. We work with a population, A, of |A|
chromosomes. We also assume that the fitness value is to be maximized.
We also define the asterisk * as a joker that may be 0 or 1 according to its
position. For example, schema H=*11*, may represent the strings 0110, 1110, 0111
or 1111.
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The order o(H) in schema H is the number of genes with a fixed value. In the
previous example, o(*11*)=2.
The usable length, δ(H), of a schema, H, is the distance between the first and the
last gene with a fixed value in the string. For example, δ(*11*)=1 and δ(1**1)=3.
The effect of reproduction can easily be explained. Let us suppose that in
generation g there is a quantity, m(H,g), of schema H in a population of size |A|.
During reproduction, on the basis of the “roulette wheel” strategy presented in section
B.2.4.3.1, a string Ai with fitness fi has its probability of being selected given by:
fi

pi =

∑f

.
i

i

The number of times each string, Ai, should be reproduced is given by |A|⋅pi. So,
after reproduction, the quantity of schema H in generation g+1 (the “r” index specifies
that only the reproduction is involved) is given by:
mr ( H , g + 1) =

m( H , g ) ⋅ A ⋅ f ( H )

∑f

i

i

where f(H) represents the average fitness of the strings containing the schema H
in generation g.
But, the average fitness, f, of the population is given by:
f =

∑f
i

A

i
i

.

So the quantity of schema H can be written as:
mr ( H , g + 1) =

m( H , g ) ⋅ f ( H )
f

It will be seen from this last expression that schemata with a better level of
adaptation than the average will have more copies in the next generation. Let us
suppose that a given schema, H, has a higher fitness value than the average for a
quantity, c⋅f, where c is constant, i.e. f(H)=f+c⋅f . The previous equation can be
rewritten as:
mr ( H , g + 1) =

m( H , g ) ⋅ ( f + c ⋅ f )
= (1 + c) ⋅ m( H , g )
f

If we assume that c has a constant value during the whole process and that we
begin with g = 0, we then have:
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mr ( H , g ) = m( H , 0) ⋅ (1 + c) g

This equation is a geometric progression. The effects of reproduction when using
“roulette wheel” strategy are to exponentially allocate spaces to the schemata, whose
fitness is above the average. Until now, we have simply copied existing structures. To
create new types of structures, what is need is another operator in the shape of the
crossover.
A crossover is a random exchange of information between strings. The role of the
crossover is to create new structures to change the allocation strategy of the
reproduction. If the simple crossover shown in Figure B.6 is applied, it will be seen
that the schemata with a little usable length have more chance to survive than the ones
with a greater usable length. To explain this, let us consider two schemata, H1 and H2,
representing the same string, A:
A=0 1 0 1 1
H1 = 0 * * * 1
H1 = 0 1 * * *

It will be seen that H1 will be automatically eliminated during crossover. We
conclude that schema H1 has a zero survival probability, and that schema H2 has a
survival probability of 3/4 because only a crossover with a crossing site in the second
position would destroy it.
More generally, for a given schema it is possible to compute a lower value for its
probability of survival, ps, during crossover. Because it is known that the schema will
survive if the crossover is effected outside its usable length, L, the survival probability
is given by:
ps = 1 −

δ (H )
L −1

If the assume that the crossover occurs with a probability given by, pc , the
survival probability will be given by:
ps ≥ 1 −

pc ⋅ δ ( H )
L −1

We know that for the two independent variables A and B it is possible to write:

P ( A ∩ B ) = P( A) ⋅ P( B)
So, if the assumption is made that the reproduction and crossover operators are
independent, it will be possible to compute the quantity of schema H in the population
following these operators (the "rc" index specifies that reproduction and crossover are
involved):
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f (H ) 
δ (H ) 
1 − pc ⋅

f 
L − 1 

With this latter expression it is possible to understand the effects of the two
operators. The survival of a schema depends on two factors; namely:
1. that the fitness value of a schema is above or below the average fitness value.
2.

that the usable length of the schema is short or long.

The final operator to be treated is mutation. To have a schema, H, that survives,
the o(H) fixed position must also survive. So, if pm is the probability of a mutation, the
schema will have a probability of survival of 1- pm. If the probability of survival is
multiplied o(H) times, the probability of survival after the mutation will be given by:
ps = (1 − pm )o ( H )
As already explained, the probability of mutation is very low, so if pm is low
(pm<<1), the last expression can be developed in series, and the probability of survival
can be approached by 1-o(H)⋅pm.
The development equation that combines the three operators can be written as
hereunder (if the double products are neglected and where the “rcm” index specifies
that reproduction, crossover and mutation are involved).
mrc ( H , g + 1) ≥ m( H , g ) ⋅

f (H ) 
δ (H )

1 − pc ⋅
− o ( H ) ⋅ pm 

f 
L −1


The conclusion is that a small, low-order schema showing better performances
than the average schemata, will be tested exponentially in the following generations.
This is known as the fundamental theorem of Genetic Algorithms. Of course, this
demonstration depends closely on the string and the operators used to represent the
schemata, but it illustrates the viability of this method.
B.2.5.2 Schemata and Building Blocks

Since we know that certain schemata have a higher probability of being
processed, it is useful to compute an inferior limit of the number of schemata
manipulated during the process.
The standard method used to count this number of schemata is the Holland's
ϑ(p3) operator (Goldberg, 1985).
This operator explains that during the processing of n structures in each
generation a Genetic Algorithm processes n³ schemata without a need for any more
supplementary memory than that used by the population itself. Holland called this
intricit parallelism.
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Goldberg (Goldberg, 1991) has shown that the number, ns, of schemata processed
is given by:
ns =

( L − Ls + 1) ⋅ A

3

4

where Ls is the length of the schema and, as previously, L is the length of the
chromosomes, and |A| the size of the population.
It will be seen that the number of schemata is proportional to the cube of the size
of the population. It can be assume that this number is (|A|³), i.e. ϑ(|A|³). In choosing
the size of a population it is important to remember that large populations process
more schemata and search most of the search space, but the resources needed in terms
of CPU and memory also increase. When the genetic operators are well designed, a
population of 16 or 32 can be chosen.
Schemata with little usable length and good performances enjoy such an
importance in the Genetic Algorithms theory, that they are called building blocs. GAs
use a juxtaposition of these building blocks to find a quasi-optimal solution. There are
many empirical results that have confirmed the importance of these building blocks
(Bagley (1967); Rosenberg (1967); Grefenstette (1985)).

B.3. Grouping Problems
Grouping problems must find their solution in the clustering of a set of objects
that must respect certain constraints and optimise a cost function. An example of such
a problem is bin packing, where the aim is to find the minimum number of bins to
hold a set of objects of a given size, with each bin having a maximum capacity.
Many of the grouping problems are NP-Hard (Garey and Johnson, 1979), which
means that there are no known algorithms that find the exact solutions in a reasonable
amount of computing time. Many clustering methods have been developed to solve
grouping problems (Jain et al. 1999), but only the methods that could be used for the
local optimisation of GAs or as basis of a heuristic are described in this section.
There are two different categories of grouping problems:
Hard Each object is a single group.
Fuzzy Each object defines the degree of membership of each group (Zadeh, 1965).

In the collaborative and structured philosophy, we are faced with hard grouping
problems.
One of the central questions with grouping problems is how to determine the
quality of a clustering. It is impossible to define a unique measure that would work for
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all the problems. Therefore, to be effective most methods must be adapted to the
particular problem. In fact, the more information that is available on a problem the
greater the possibility will be of understanding the underlying characteristics of the
groups and of determining the quality of a clustering (Jain and Dubes, 1988).
Moreover, this kind of information helps to improve the quality of main parameters
like similarity computation or the representation of the groups (Murty and Jain, 1995).

B.3.1.

Partitional Algorithms

Partitional algorithms involve the one-of partitioning of objects into groups. One
of the main problems with these algorithms is that the number of groups to be formed
must be specified. Despite the fact a lot of work has been done in this field (Dubes,
1987), it is still a crucial problem.
B.3.1.1 k-Means Clustering Algorithm

The k-Means clustering algorithm introduced by MacQueen (1967) is one of the
most used clustering algorithms. Starting from an initial partitioning and based on a
similarity criteria, the algorithm tries to change the assignments of the objects until a
stop condition is met. The main steps of this method involve:
1. Determining the number of groups, k, to form.
2.

Choosing a center for each group, this can be carried out by randomly
choosing k objects in a set.

3.

Assigning each object to the group with the closest center.

4.

Recomputing the group centers.

5.

If a given condition is met, stop the method; if not go to step 3.

Figure B.9. illustrates the k-Means clustering algorithm. For the stop condition,
most k-Means stop when the centers have not changed between two iterations.

Figure B.9. k-Means clustering algorithm.

Many variants of the k-Means algorithm have been developed (Anderberg, 1973).
Some methods have been proposed for choosing the initial group centers optimally,
for example by creating sub-sets from the initial set (subsampling) and by running a
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specific k-Means on each set to construct the initial centers that will be used to group
the whole set (Bradley and Fayad, 1999).
As already explained, a main problem is to choose the correct number, k, of
groups. Some developments enable groups to be split or merged during the k-Means
by using conditions relative to the distances between the centers of the groups and
between the centers and the objects in the same group, such as the ISODATA
algorithm (Ball and Hall, 1965).
B.3.1.2 Graph-related Theoretical Clustering

As suggested in the title, these methods are based on the graph theory (Gibbons,
(1985); McHugh (1990)). A graph is a mathematical structure that describes a set of
elements that are connected together. A graph is defined by two sets: a set of vertices,
V, which represent the elements, and a set of edges, E, which represent the
connections. The whole is expressed as G(V,E).
When the edges and/or vertices are removed from a graph G, a subgraph of G is
obtained. When a vertex is removed during the drawing of a graph, all the edges
connected to it must also be removed.
Two vertices, u and v, are connected if there is an edge starting from vertex u and
finishing at vertex v. If all the pairs of vertices in a graph are connected, the graph is
called a connected graph. When a direction is associated with the edges of a graph,
the graph is called a directed graph, otherwise it is an undirected graph.
A path is a sequence of alternating vertices and edges which starts and finishes
with a vertex. The length of the path is the number of edges that it contains. Note that
a graph can have a zero length. When a path starts and finishes with the same vertex
and has a length greater than zero, it is called a cycle. A path or cycle not containing
two or more occurrences of the same vertex is known as a simple path or cycle.

Figure B.10. An edge-weighted undirected graph (a) and its minimum spanning tree (b).

A tree is a connected graph without cycles. A spanning tree of a connected graph
is a subgraph, which is a tree and that contains all the vertices of the corresponding
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graph. In the case of edge-weighted undirected graphs there is a spanning tree with
the least total edge weight, which in fact is the minimum spanning tree. Figure B.10
shows a graph and the corresponding minimum spanning tree.
A simple algorithm proposed to solve the minimum spanning tree problem is
described by Prim (1957). The algorithm starts with an arbitrary vertex which is
considered to be the initial tree. It is assumed that a vertex has the attribute distance
and via-edge. The former is used to register the shortest distance from a vertex not yet
in the tree to a vertex already selected. The latter represents the edge through which
this shortest connection is made. In each iteration, the vertex with the minimum
distance value is added to the tree together with the edge of its via-edge attribute. The
values of the distance and via-edge attributes are then updated for the vertices not yet
in the tree. The algorithm stops, of course, when all vertices are in the tree.
An application of the minimum spanning tree problem adapted to data clustering
has been proposed by Zahn (1971). The idea is to construct a minimum spanning tree
for the points representing the data, and then remove the edges with largest lengths so
that each set of connected points forms a group. Figure B.11 shows an illustration:
after the minimum spanning tree has been computed, the edges corresponding to the
greatest lengths of 6 and 4 are removed so that the resulting clustering consists of 3
groups.

Figure B.11. Minimum spanning tree used to group objects.

B.3.2.

Nearest Neighbor Clustering

Because the aim of forming groups is to bring similar objects together, the
concept of the proximity of objects is important when dealing with the underlying
structure of groups. Some clustering methods are therefore based on nearest-neighbor
distances.
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Let P be a set of points, Rd , where d is a constant denoting the dimension. For a
point, p, point q ∈ P is the nearest neighbor of p ∈ P if dist(p,q) ≤ dist(p,q'), ∀q’∈P.
An interactive clustering method has been proposed by Lu and Fu (1978). Each
unassigned object is inserted into the group of its nearest neighbor if the
corresponding distance is below a given threshold. Figure B.12 illustrated this
algorithm.

Figure B.12. Nearest Neighbor clustering.

B.4. Grouping Genetic Algorithms
The Grouping Genetic Algorithms (GGA) were developed by Falkenauer (1998)
to solve clustering problems. In fact, GGA are a genetic framework for grouping
problems, i.e. each particular problem needs its own customisation. As the name
suggests, GGA are an extension of the conventional Genetic Algorithms adapted to
grouping problems.

B.4.1.

Encoding

There are other applications of Genetic Algorithms to solve grouping problems,
but what makes GGA a well-designed solution is the coding used by Falkenauer. To
illustrate the encoding scheme used in GGA, let us consider the example in Figure
B.13 where letters represent the groups and the numbers represent the objects.

Figure B.13. Example of solutions.

Most GAs dealing with grouping problems will choose the objects assignation as
the information to store in a gene. Such chromosomes could be written:
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E

C2 = D H

E C

A D

F

E

F

A D H

H

For C1, the first object is assigned to group F, the second object to group C, the
third and the fourth objects to group E and so on. Each group is different, which
explains why other letters are used for both chromosomes. Assuming that a
conventional crossover with the crossing site take at 3 is applied, the resulting
chromosomes will be:
C1 C2 = F

C

E

E C

C2 C1 = D H

A

D

F

E

F

A D H

H

It is evident that these newly created chromosomes have no sense. Moreover, if
some constraints on the groups exist, the resulting chromosomes will certainly contain
many illegal groups.
In GGA, the chromosomes are enhanced with a group element containing the
group composition:
C1 = F

C

C2 = D H

E

E C

A D

F

E

A D H

F:F

C

H :D H

A
A

All the operators work on the group element of the chromosomes. This coding
respects the spirit of the “building blocs” because GGA always manipulate groups.
This coding has however a technical consequence, namely that the different
chromosomes in the same population have different lengths.

B.4.2.

Identical Solutions but Different Chromosomes

One of the problems associated with the coding of grouping problems, is the fact
that “identical solutions” can be coded with different chromosomes. Figure B.14
illustrates this; the solutions are identical but, they are coded differently. The fact that
the “same” groups have different letters is because the chromosomes were constructed
independently so a chromosome cannot know that such a group already exists in
another chromosome.

Figure B.14. Problem of identical solutions.

A simple method can be used to identify these identical solutions. The idea is to
construct a new object element like that of the chromosome, but using numbers for
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the groups rather than letters. The first object is always considered to be in group 1. If
the second object is in a different group from the first one, it is put into group 2. Let
us apply this method to the object element given by:
F

C

E

E C

F

E

F →1 2 3 3 2 1 2 1

The first object is in group 1=F. The second object has been put into group 2=C
because it is not grouped with the first object. The third object is put into group 3=E
because it is not grouped with the first or the second object. The fourth object is put
into the same group 3 as the third one. The other objects are handled identically.
When the same method is employed with the second chromosome, the new object
element becomes:
D H

A D

A D H

H →1 2 3 3 2 1 2 1

The two newly created objects elements are identical, i.e. the groups are identical.
When GGA identifies the same solution on numerous occasions in the same
population, it decides to keep only one chromosome coding this solution. All the other
chromosomes are modified by means of a special operator, modify. This operator
generally can just consist in the mutation of the corresponding chromosome.

B.4.3.

Initialisation

Once the coding has been defined, the Grouping Genetic Algorithms must
initialise the population. The method used depends on the particular problem because
the different solutions must satisfy the hard constraints. Because GGA are metaheuristic, heuristics are used most of the time to initialise the population. For example,
Falkenauer suggests a first-fit heuristic for the bin packing.
An important point concerning GGA is the diversity of the population, i.e. the
heuristic must be adapted to produce different solutions each time it is called upon. If
the objects are treated in random order in the case of the first-fit heuristic, the
diversity of the population will be saved. Some heuristics cannot therefore be used for
the initialisation. In the bin packing problem the first-fit descending heuristic, where
the objects are processed in descending order of size, is not used for initialisation
because if all the objects have different sizes, the heuristic will always produce the
same solution and construct a population with identical chromosomes. This is of no
particular interest.
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Crossover

Crossover is one of the most important operators in genetic algorithms. The
crossover paradigm used for the Grouping Genetic Algorithms is shown in Figure
B.15.

Figure B.15. GGA Crossover.

The crossover consists of four steps:
1. A crossing site is chosen in each parent.
2.

The bins selected by the crossing site of one parent are inserted at the crossing
site of the second parent. At this stage, some objects may appear in more than one
bin.

3. The existing bins containing objects that are already in the inserted bins are
eliminated, i.e. some objects are no longer in a bin. If some bins are empty, they
are also removed from the solution.
4.

The objects left aside are reinserted into the solution.

With two parents it is possible to create two children by inserting the selected
bins of the first parent into the second one, and by doing the reverse.
Concerning this latter step, a method must be used for the insertion. This method
in fact depends on the problem to be solved because the operator must construct some
valid solutions. Falkenauer suggests a first-fit descending heuristic for example for the
bin packing problem.
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Mutation

The role of a mutation operator is to insert new characteristics into a population
to enhance the search space of the Genetic Algorithm. In the case of the Grouping
Genetic Algorithms, the operator proposed is illustrated in Figure B.16.
The idea is to randomly choose a few bins and to remove them from the solution.
The objects attached to these bins are then reinserted into the solution. The method
used for the insertion of the objects is generally the same as the one used for the
crossover operator.

Figure B.16. GGA Mutation.

B.4.6.

Inversion

The role of the inversion operator is to propose the same solution to the Grouping
Genetic Algorithm, but differently. As pointed out in section B.3, a single solution
may have different presentations, and because crossovers work through crossing sites,
the way in which a solution is presented influences the crossover operator's results.
The first group appearing in the group element of a chromosome is likely less
probability to be chosen than the other groups. It is therefore important to include this
operator in the Grouping Genetic Algorithms. Figure B.17 gives the philosophy
behind the inversion.

Figure B.17. GGA Inversion.

Two groups are randomly selected and their positions are switched in the
solution. In the example, when the crossing site selected is between the second and
third positions, the bins inserted will be “A” and “C” in the first solution and “D” and
“C” in the second.
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B.5. Multiple Objective Problems
Many real-world problems to be optimised depend on multiple objectives to
reach. Increasing the performance of a solution for one objective usually leads to a
decrease in the performances for the others. In such situations, it is not possible to
construct a suitable mathematical model to represent the problem, i.e. it is not possible
to find a cost function representing a single measure of quality for a solution. But, a
value for each criterion to be optimised can be computed and the difficulty is to
choose a solution which “is good for each criterion”. In fact, a solution which
optimises one criterion may be the worst possible one for the others. Moreover, each
criterion may have a particular importance which is expressed through a weight
assigned to it. These types of problems are known as multi-criteria decision problems.
An example of a multi-criteria problem is the choice of a car. Different criteria
are defined, the price (to be minimised), the consumption (to be minimised), the
comfort (to be maximised) and the power (to be maximised).
Table B.6 shows the values for different cars; the best value for each criterion is
in bold: no solution seems to be better than any other. Moreover, each person may
have his or her preferences, for example the power may be very important while the
comfort is not.
Car
Car
Car
Car

1
2
3
4

Price (k€)
8.75
13.75
25
62.5

Cons. (l/100km)
6.2
7.5
8
20

Comfort
Good (1)
Good (1)
Excellent (3)
Very Good (2)

Power (CV)
30
50
80
120

Table B.6. Example of a multi-criteria decision problem.

The use of Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve multiple objective problems has
been tried again and again since the beginning of the history of GAs. The basic idea is
to introduced multiple objective techniques as a ranking method for the GAs. Rekiek
(2000) has identified different categories for these ranking methods:
-

the use of aggregating functions;

-

non-Pareto approaches;

-

Pareto-based approaches.

The few methods proposed here have been chosen to illustrate the different
techniques used to combine GAs and multiple objective optimisation. But the widely
used concept of Pareto fronts will be described first at all.
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Pareto Fronts

A simple approach to solving multiple objective problems is to transform a multicriteria decision in a single-criterion problem by aggregating the different objectives
to form a single one. One of the techniques used is to compute a linear combination of
the criteria values. Once this cost function has been constructed, a method is used to
solve the problem by optimising this single function. This type of solution works
when the objectives do not compete, i.e. an improvement of one criterion does not
lead to the negative influence of any other criteria. Moreover, it is impossible to apply
this approach when the criteria do not have the same "physical existence", i.e. when
the price criterion is expressed in k and the power criterion in kW.
Another approach widely used in research into multiple objective optimisation is
due to Pareto (1988): given a set of solutions, a multi-objective decision is used to
select a solution in this reduced space search. The concept of the Pareto front is
illustrated in Figure B.18, where five solutions A, B, C, D and O are represented for a
problem with two criteria, f1 and f2. The solution, O, is not dominated by any other
solution, i.e. it is not possible to improve one criterion without downgrading another.
This solution is called a Pareto optimal. All the Pareto optimum form the so-called
Pareto-optimal front.

Figure B.18. The Pareto optimal front (a) and dominance relations in objective space (b).

B.5.2.

Use of Aggregating Functions

As explained in the previous section, these techniques try to combine the
different criteria into a single cost function. The simplest method is to use a weighted-
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sum approach (Fonseca and Fleming, 1995), but the values of the weights are
generally difficult to determine.
Another method is to run a GA several times with, in each run, the problem
optimised as a single-objective problem for one of the criteria and the others left
constant (Ritzel et al., 1994). The main disadvantage is the time needed to run all GAs
and this makes the method unusable for problems associated with large search spaces.
Penalty functions are often used to express some constraints. The idea is to
downgrade the solutions violating any of the constraints. But, finding the right penalty
functions is not an easy task. Moreover, it is possible to imagine that all the solutions
offered by GAs do not respect at least one constraint, i.e. GAs cannot produce a valid
solution.

B.5.3.

Non-Pareto Approaches

One of the first non-Pareto approaches was proposed by Schaffer (1985). The
idea was to replace the standard genetic selection operator by an operator selecting
multiple sub-populations, with each sub-population chosen based on one of the
criteria to be optimised. The disadvantage of this method is that the population
contains chromosomes which are very good for one criterion but which could easily
be very bad for the others. The result is that there are only a few chromosomes that
are "good" for all the criteria.
An idea which is close to the previous one is the one proposed by Kursawe
(1991), where he defines a new selection strategy working in as many steps as the
number of criteria defined. At each step, a criterion is chosen randomly according to
the amount of importance assigned to each criterion, and some solutions are removed
from the population. At the end, all the remaining solutions are chosen as parents for
the crossover operator.

B.5.4.

Pareto-based Approaches

Goldberg (1989) proposes a ranking method based on the concept of domination.
To begin with, all the non-dominated solutions of the population are assigned the
highest rank and are not used for the following steps. In the remaining solutions all
the non-dominated solutions are again computed and assigned the second highest
rank. The procedure stops when the whole population has been ranked. Goldberg also
suggests introducing a function to make GAs converging toward a single point on the
Pareto front.
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The niched Pareto GA (Horn and Nafpliotis, 1993) are another method and are
based on a selection operator called the Pareto domination tournament. First of all a
subset of tdom_pres individuals is randomly chosen from the population. When two
individuals are picked for the tournament, they are compare to the subset. If one of the
individuals is non-dominated while the other is dominated by the individuals in the
population, the first individual will be selected. If both are either non-dominated or
dominated the operator computes a niche count, which is the number of individuals in
the population at a given distance in the search space from the two selected
individuals. The individual with the lowest niche count will be selected.

B.6. Multiple Objective Grouping Genetic Algorithms
B.6.1.

Philosophy

Figure B.19. Multiple Objective Grouping Genetic Algorithm.

Most of the approaches merging multiple objective optimisation and GAs are
illustrated in Figure B.19a: GA compute a set of Pareto solutions and a multi-criteria
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decision-aid method is then used to choose the best one as the final solution. Because
most Pareto-based methods focus on a single point on the Pareto front, some
potentially interesting solutions fail to be studied.To tackle grouping problems with
multiple objective optimisation Rekiek developed the Rekiek (2000) which is an
extension of the GGA that uses a multi-criteria decision-aid method for ranking
(Figure B.19b). The important feature proposed by Rekiek is integration because it
enables the GGA to scan all the interesting parts of the search space. Because the
method is called upon each time an evaluation of a population is needed, it is
important for the method to be rapid. The PROMETHEE method (Brans (1994);
Vincke (1989)) is the multi-criteria decision-aid used by Rekiek. A brief introduction
to the PROMETHEE multi-criteria decision aid system is given in APPENDIX A.
At each generation all the chromosomes are considered to be a set of solutions to
be ranked with regard to the criteria, i.e. at each generation a multiple objective
problem must be solved. Each problem is defined by a set solutions C1, C2, ..., C|A|
and CBest consisting of the |A| chromosomes of a population, the best chromosome
ever computed CBest, and a set of |ϑ| objectives. An evaluation criterion, fo, and a
weight, wo, are associated with each objective, o. An evaluation fo(Cc) corresponds to
each couple of chromosome Cc and evaluation criterion fo. This evaluation fo (Cc) is
given as a real number and representing the quality of the chromosome for the given
criterion. All these evaluations make up the evaluation table used as input by the
PROMETHEE method (Table B.7).
C1
C2
#
Cc
#
Cn

f1(.)
f1(C1)
f1(C2)

f2(.)
f2(C1)
f2(C2)

...
...
...

fo (.)
f o (C1)
f o (C2)

...
...
...

fj (.)
f k (C1)
f k (C2)

f1(Cc)

f2(Cc)

...

f o (Cc)

...

f k (Cc)

f1(Cn)

f2(Cn)

...

f o (Cn)

...

f k (Cn)

Φ1

Φ2

Φo

Φk

Table B.7. Evaluation table.

PROMETHEE computes a net flow Φi for each chromosome. The net flow is the
result of comparisons with all the other chromosomes for all the criteria. Using net
flows it is possible to establish an inter-chromosomes ranking order from the highest
to the lowest values of Φi.

B.6.2.

Control Strategy

At each generation, the PROMETHEE method enables the Multiple Objective
Grouping Genetic Algorithm (MO-GGA) to rank all the chromosomes in a
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population, and the best chromosome ever found (Figure B.20). Subsequent to this
step the Multiple Objective Grouping Genetic Algorithm (MO-GGA) can compare
two chromosomes and determine which one is the best. If the best chromosome ever
found is not the top-ranking, it will be replaced by the top-ranking one.

Figure B.20. Control Strategy of the .

From the Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA) the MO-GGA inherits the
tournament as a selection operator, but when two solutions are chosen for comparison,
it is their ranking which determines the best one rather than the result of a fitness
function. Because conventional GGA need a fitness function to work, it is interesting
to transform the ranking of the chromosomes into a fitness function.
A first idea is to choose the net flow Φi as the value for the fitness function for
each chromosome. The problem is that the computing of the net flow is the result of
comparisons, i.e. between two generations the net flow of the best chromosome ever
computed may change. It is therefore impossible to use the net flow as fitness
function.
The method used in this thesis to determine the value of the cost function depends
on a case to case basis. Let us suppose that at generation g the chromosomes were
ranked as s1, ..., s|A|+1 where s1 was the best ranked chromosome and s|A|+1 the worst
ranked one. Let us also assign to each chromosome a cost function, cg(Cc). The cost
functions can then be computed using the ranking obtained with PROMETHEE:
 g + 1.1
C
 Best , g −1

C g (Cc ) = 1
 A +1− r


A

Cc = s1 and s1 ≠ CBest
Cc = s1 and s1 = CBest
Cc = s2 and s1 ≠ CBest
Cc = sr ≠ CBest and o > 2
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The value of the cost function of the highest ranked chromosome is set to g+1.1 if
it is not the best chromosome ever computed, else the cost function remains identical.
The value of the cost function for the second highest ranked chromosome is set to 1.
The values of the cost function for the other chromosomes are proportional to the
corresponding ranking.
Let us illustrate the method on the example given in Table B.8 for a population of
4 chromosomes and the first 2 generations. The ranking is shown for each generation
and the cost function is computed.

s1
s2
s3
s4
s5

g=0
c0(CO)
Cc
1.1
C1
1
C3
2
/4
C2
¼
C4
0
CBest

g=1
c1(CO)
Cc
1.1
CBest
1.0
C2
2
/4
C3
¼
C1
0
C4

g=2
c2(CO)
Cc
3.1
C3
1
C1
1.1
CBest
¼
C4
0
C2

Table B.8. Transforming ranking into a cost function.

The best chromosome was not computed after initialisation, and is therefore
ranked as the worst one. Chromosome C1 is ranked as the best one and also has the
greatest cost value function and will be chosen as the best chromosome. After the first
generation, the ranking leaves the best chromosome in its position as the best ranked
one, i.e. its cost function has not changed and is still better than that of the others.
After the second generation, the best ranked chromosome is no longer CBest but C3 .
The cost function of C3 becomes 2+1.1 and is then better than that of the best
chromosome. Chromosome C3 will be chosen as the best chromosome ever computed.
The fact that C1 is better ranked than CBest and has worse cost function is not
important because CBest will be replaced by C3 and disappear from the Genetic
Algorithm.
The advantage of the described method is that the GGA operators do not know
anything about the multi-criteria decision-aid method used for ranking the
chromosomes. Integration into standard GGA is therefore facilitated.

B.6.3.

Branching on Populations

As explained previously, a weight is assigned to each objective. In fact, in the
PROMETHEE method, a triplet of values (po, qo, wo) must be assigned to each
evaluation criterion associated to an objective, where p is the preference threshold, q
the indifference threshold and w the weight. Finding the right values for all these
parameters is not an easy task. Moreover, different values in these parameters may
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produce different results because the ranking has changed. Good practice for a
decision maker is therefore to run several GAs with different values in these
parameters and to choose the best solution produced.
Another method suggested by Rekiek is a branching on populations technique
inspired by an optimising method involving searching a population tree (Steinberg
and Rasheed, 1999). The basic idea is to work on a population tree where, at each
node, n, a Genetic Algorithm is running with specific values for the triplets
(po(n), qo(n), wo(n)) for the different criteria used in PROMETHEE. With methods like
branching and backtracking it is possible to construct such trees. Using this method
the decision-maker runs the Genetic Algorithm for a number of generations with a
given set of value for the triplets. If he is not satisfied with the population P(0)
computed, he can change some of the values of the triplets and run the Genetic
Algorithm again for a number of generations. If the new results, P(1), are worse, the
decision-maker can go back to the population, P(0). If the new results are better, he can
change some triplets again and rerun the Genetic Algorithm.
While this seems a promising proposition, it is difficult to implement such a
solution automatically, i.e. a decision-maker is generally needed to change the values
of the triplets and to check the improvement or the deterioration of the different
populations while the tree is under construction. Moreover, this method transforms
GAs, which are unsupervised clustering methods, i.e. methods that can produce
results without any human interactions, into supervised clustering methods where
some human interventions are necessary.
B.6.3.1 Verification of the Best Solutions

PROMETHEE is a ranking method based on a comparison of the solutions to
each criterion, i.e. the ranking of each solution is dependent on the other solutions
compared. When dealing with approximate multi-criteria problems, the values of the
criteria for each solution are just an approximation of the quality of the solution. It can
be added that when comparing two solutions, S1 and S2, where S1 is a better solution
than S2, the values of the other solutions relative to the population lead S2 as the best
to be ranked, i.e. the actual best solution is replaced. This can be seen as a problem
where a “local optimum” hides the “global optimum”.
To avoid this problem, an idea could be to store in a separate set all the different
solutions that the MO-GGA has ranked as the best solution on an occasion. At the end
of the Genetic Algorithm, these best solutions are checked by applying PROMETHEE
to this set. The solution ranked as first is then return as the result of the Genetic
Algorithm. While this method decrease the probability that a “local optimum” hides
the “global optimum”, it does not avoid it. In fact, the ranking done after the run of
the Genetic Algorithm can also be incorrect.
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B.7. Conclusions
One field of Computer Science involves the development of algorithms to solve
optimisation problems. An important category of these problems consists of the NPhard ones, for which no polynomial time algorithm has been found so far. When
dealing with NP-hard problems it is, most of the time, necessary to use metaheuristics. One set of the meta-heuristics are the Genetic Algorithms (GAs) which are
based on the natural evolution of a population of individual.
Grouping problems must find an optimal clustering of a given set of objects that
must respect constraints. Most of the grouping problems are NP-hard, it is therefore
necessary to use meta-heuristics. The Grouping Genetic Algorithms (GGA) are a class
of GAs suited for these grouping problems.
Sometimes, it is impossible to find a cost function that represent the quality of a
solution but several criteria are needed. In these cases, the problems are multiple
objective problems. Some grouping problems are multiple objective problems, and a
set of algorithms known as the Multiple Objective Grouping Genetic Algorithms
(MO-GGA) were developed to solve these problems.

APPENDIX C
DTD AND XML FILE
C.1. Introduction
Ce rapport spécifie de manière complète les conventions utilisées dans le fichier
« xml » contenant toutes les données relatives au problème à traiter. La structure de la
DTD est détaillée élément par élément pour préciser toutes les données nécessaires
ainsi que leur forme.
Chaque élément de cette structure sera accompagné du passage équivalent au
fichier de données « xml » d’un exemple. Cela permettra de bien établir la
correspondance entre les notations.
Préface

C.1.1.

DTD

<!ELEMENT RPCM (MachineTypes, Machines, Products, Similarities)>
<!ATTLIST RPCM
Id ID #REQUIRED
creationDate CDATA #IMPLIED
modificationDate CDATA #IMPLIED
author CDATA #IMPLIED
casestudy CDATA #IMPLIED

C.1.2.

XML

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RPCM Id="id_2002.04.16" author="EVIN" casestudy=" Narendran ">
<MachineTypes>
</MachineTypes>
<Machines>
</Machines>
<Products>
</Products>
<Similarities>
</Similarities>
</RPCM>
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Commentaires

Tous les fichiers de données doivent comporter la première ligne qui spécifie que
le fichier est un fichier « xml » de la version 1.0.
Ensuite, les tag <RPCM> et </RPCM> correspondent au tag d’ouverture et au tag
de fermeture du fichier « xml ». Ils contiennent toutes les informations nécessaires
quant à l’auteur du fichier, le cas d’étude traité et la date de réalisation.
Enfin à l’intérieur de ces deux tags sont compris les quatre parties concernant les
types de machines, les machines, les produits ainsi que les similarités entre produits.
Ces quatre parties comprenant un tag d’ouverture et un tag de fermeture sont détaillées
ci-dessous.

C.2. Type of Machines
C.2.1.

DTD

<!ELEMENT MachineTypes (Type+)>
<!ELEMENT MachineType EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST MachineType
Id ID #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
Dispo CDATA #REQUIRED
Ll CDATA #REQUIRED
Hl CDATA #REQUIRED
Max CDATA #REQUIRED
Men CDATA #REQUIRED

C.2.2.

XML

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RPCM Id="id_2002.04.16" author="EVIN" casestudy=" Narendran " creationDate="2002.04"
modificationDate="2002.04.16">
<MachineTypes>
<MachineType Id="TM1" Dispo="4800" Ll="0.41" Hl="0.93" Max="4" Men="3"/>
</MachineTypes>
<Machines>
</Machines>
<Products>
</Products>
<Similarities>
</Similarities>
</RPCM>

C.2.3.

Commentaires

L’élément « MachineTypes » doit contenir un ou plusieurs types de machines qui
sont définis par l’élément « MachineType ». Cet élément doit contenir les paramètres
suivants :
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- « Id » représente l’identificateur du type de la machine. (info pour le dtd) Cet
identificateur est composé de deux lettres en majuscule « TM » suivi d’un chiffre
(incrémental) représentant le numéro du type traité. (Info pour l'export de la base
de données vers le xml).
- « Name » est l’élément qui va permettre d’assurer la cohérence entre le fichier
de données « xml » et les variables utilisées par le programme. Le « Name » est
l’identifiant unique qui est utilisé par le fichier « Access », le fichier « xml » et le
fichier texte d’output du programme.
- « Dispo » représente la disponibilité des machines de ce type. Ce paramètre
doit tenir compte au préalable des taux de productivité de la machine, des
défauts…
- « Ll » est la limite basse d’utilisation exprimée en pourcentage. Si ce
paramètre n’a pas de valeur, la limite basse d’utilisation sera égale à 0 dans le
programme. C’est ce paramètre qui déterminera de manière subjective le coût de
l’affectation. Une faible valeur pour « Ll » revient à accepter une machine sousutilisée. Tandis qu’une valeur élevée impose de rentabiliser au maximum
l’installation.
- « Hl » est la limite haute d’utilisation. Si ce paramètre n’a pas de valeur, la
limite haute d’utilisation sera égale à 1 (100%) ce qui correspond à la disponibilité
des machines de ce type dans le programme. C’est ce paramètre qui déterminera le
taux de flexibilité que l’on veut laisser à la production. Une faible valeur pour
« Ll » revient à imposer une flexibilité maximum (mais n’a pas de sens). Tandis
qu’une valeur élevée de cette limite revient à ne pas tenir compte de la flexibilité
de la production. La valeur de la limite haute doit évidemment être plus grande
que la valeur de la limite basse. « Ll » < « Hl ».
- « Max » est le nombre de machines maximum que l’on autorise de ce type. Si
l’entreprise a défini n machines du type 1, et que « max » vaut n+1, dans le
programme, une machine sera créée en plus pour le traitement. Ce nombre doit
correspondre aux exigences de l’entreprise en matière d’investissement. (Il n’y a
aucune influence sur la DTD, c’est juste un paramètre qui doit figurer dans le
fichier XML.) Si l'entreprise a une idée précise des machines qu'elle veut
commander, on peut directement les rentrer dans la base Access avec toutes les
valeurs des paramètres associés et diminuer la valeur du paramètre « max » du
type de machine correspondant. Toutes les données (« Men », « Dispo », « Ll »,
« Hl ») sont récupérées du type machine correspondant.
- « Men » représente le nombre d’hommes nécessaires à l’utilisation d’une
machine de ce type. Ce nombre ne doit pas obligatoirement être un nombre entier.
Dans le programme, lors du traitement, toutes ces valeurs seront récupérées par les
machines appartenant à ce type, si elles ne possèdent pas de valeur.
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Dans la version V-01 du programme, le paramètre « Max » n’est pas utilisé, il est
donc nécessaire de créer au niveau de la base de données toutes les machines dont on
sera susceptible d’avoir besoin.

C.3. Machines
C.3.1.

DTD

<!ELEMENT Machines (Machine+)>
<!ELEMENT Machine (MachineTypeRef+)>
<!ATTLIST Machine
Id ID #REQUIRED
Dispo CDATA #IMPLIED
Ll CDATA #IMPLIED
Hl CDATA #IMPLIED
Men CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT MachineTypeRef EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST MachineTypeRef
Code IDREF #REQUIRED
>

C.3.2.

XML

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RPCM Id="id_2002.04.16" author="EVIN" casestudy=" Narendran " creationDate="2002.04"
modificationDate="2002.04.16">
<MachineTypes>
</MachineTypes>
<Machines>
<Machine Id="M1" Dispo="4200" Ll="0.25" Hl="0.90" Men="0.2">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM1"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM2"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM3"/>
</Machine>
</Machines>
<Products>
</Products>
<Similarities>
</Similarities>
</RPCM>

C.3.3.

Commentaires

L’élément « Machines » va contenir un ou plusieurs éléments « Machine » qui doit
contenir les paramètres suivants :
- « Id » qui représente l’identificateur du type de la machine. Cet identificateur
est composé d’une lettre en majuscule « M » suivi d’un chiffre (incrémental)
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représentant le numéro de la machine traitée. Une table de conversion doit être
prévue pour garder la correspondance entre les identificateurs des machines
utilisés pour le traitement des données et l’identificateur réel de la machine.
- « Name » est l’élément qui va permettre d’assurer la cohérence entre le fichier
de données « xml » et les variables utilisées par le programme. Le « Name » est
l’identifiant unique qui est utilisé par le fichier « Access », le fichier « xml » et le
fichier texte d’output du programme.
« Dispo » représente la disponibilité de la machine. Ce paramètre doit tenir
compte au préalable des taux de productivité de la machine, des défauts…
-

« Ll » est la limite basse d’utilisation.

-

« Hl » est la limite haute d’utilisation.. « Ll » < « Hl ».

- « Men » représente le nombre d’hommes nécessaires à l’utilisation de la
machine.
Il est conseillé de mettre une valeur spécifique pour ce paramètre car prendre une
valeur par défaut pour le type de machine n’a aucun sens. En effet, une ancienne
machine ou une moderne ne demanderont pas les mêmes entretiens, ni les mêmes
interventions de l’homme dans l’atelier.
Chaque élément « Machine » contient un ou plusieurs éléments
« MachineTypeRef » dont l'attribut « Code » représente la référence au Type Machine
(TMi). Si la machine est multifonctionnelle, elle aura plusieurs types.
Remarque : Une machine multifonctionnelle doit posséder tous les paramètres
« Dispo », « Ll », « Hl » et « Men » pour éviter les problèmes de données multiples par
défaut. Toutes ces informations doivent être gérées avant l'export.

C.4. Products
C.4.1.

DTD

<!ELEMENT Products (Product+)>
<!ELEMENT Product (Object+)>
<!ATTLIST Product
Id ID #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
Quantity CDATA # REQUIRED
LotSize CDATA #REQUIRED
FTrans CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Operation (Time+)>
<!ATTLIST Operation
Id ID #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
MachineTypeRef IDREF #REQUIRED
Size CDATA # IMPLIED
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>
<!ELEMENT Time EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Time
Id ID #REQUIRED
Size CDATA #REQUIRED
MachineRef IDREF #REQUIRED
>

C.4.2.

XML

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RPCM Id="id_2002.04.16" author="EVIN" casestudy=" Narendran " creationDate="2002.04"
modificationDate="2002.04.16">
<MachineTypes>
</MachineTypes>
</Machines>
<Products>
<Product Id="P1" Quantity="110" LotSize="55" FTrans="0.5">
<Operation Id="Obj1" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T1" Size="7.68" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T2" Size="6.72" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj2" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T3" Size="7.80" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T4" Size="6.78" MachineRef="M1"/>
</Operation>
</Products>
</Products>
<Similarities>
</Similarities>
</RPCM>

C.4.3.

Commentaires

L’élément « Products » contient un ou plusieurs éléments « Product » qui
posséderont les paramètres suivants :
- « Id » est l’identificateur du produit (type ID). Il est composé d’une lettre
majuscule « P » suivie d’un chiffre (incrémental) représentant le numéro du
produit traité. Une table de conversion doit être prévue pour garder la
correspondance entre les identificateurs des produits utilisés pour le traitement des
données et l’identificateur réel du produit.
- « Name » est le nom du produit qui permettra de conserver un lien entre les
variables du programme et le fichier d’origine.
-

« Quantity » est la quantité annuelle/mensuelle (à préciser) du produit.

- « LotSize » représente la taille des lots de ce produit. Ce paramètre va
notamment permettre de déterminer le nombre de lots qui doivent être transportés
dans l’entreprise.
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- « FTrans » représente le facteur de transport du produit. Ce facteur de
transport, préalablement calculé, doit tenir compte des diverses difficultés de
transfert des produits. Ce paramètre est compris entre 0 et 1.

L’élément « Product » contient lui-même un ou plusieurs éléments « Operation»
qui définissent la séquence opératoire (process) du produit en question. Chaque
« Operation» sera défini par quatre paramètres :
- « Id » est l’identificateur de l’opération (type ID). Il est composé d’une lettre
majuscule « O » suivie d’un chiffre (incrémental) représentant le numéro de
l’opération traitée. Une table de conversion doit être prévue pour garder la
correspondance entre les identificateurs des opérations utilisés pour le traitement
des données et l’identificateur réel de l’opération.
- « Name » est le nom du produit qui permettra de conserver un lien entre les
variables du programme et le fichier d’origine.
- « MachineTypeRef» est le type de l’opération qui correspond à un type de
machine bien défini. La valeur de ce paramètre sera donc du type (IDREF) ayant
comme valeur une des « TMi » (identificateur « Id » du type de machine).
- « Size » est un paramètre qui n’est pas obligatoire. Il contient la valeur
moyenne que l’on veut que le programme utilise comme temps opératoire pour
cette opération pour toutes les machines appartenant à son type mais qui ne sont
pas définies explicitement dans les temps opératoires. C’est en quelque sorte une
valeur par défaut que l’on veut que l’opération prenne. S’il n’y a pas de champ
« size », le programme calculera la moyenne des temps opératoires spécifiques
rentrés pour des machines spécifiques. C’est pourquoi, si ce champ n’est pas
défini, il est obligatoire de définir au moins un temps opératoire spécifique
(expliqué ci-dessous).

Chaque élément « Operation» contient lui-même un ou plusieurs éléments
« Time » qui définissent les temps opératoires sur différentes machines. Chaque
« Operation» sera défini par les paramètres suivants :
- « Id » est l’identificateur du temps opératoire (type ID). Il est composé d’une
lettre majuscule « T » suivie d’un chiffre (incrémental) représentant le numéro du
temps opératoire traité.
- « Size » est la valeur du temps opératoire de l’opération sur la machine défini
par le paramètre « MachineRef ».
- « MachineRef» est le paramètre contenant l’identificateur « Id » de la machine
sur laquelle le temps opératoire « Size » de l’élément « Time » a été défini. Ce
paramètre est donc du type IDREF ayant comme valeur « Mi »
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Remarques :Une valeur nulle pour une machine du type de l’objet interdit
d’utiliser cette machine pour l’opération. Ce système d’encodage permet de définir un
temps opératoire sur une machine n’appartenant pas au type de l’opération mais qui
pourrait malgré tout réaliser cette opération. Une machine de type 2 pourrait donc
réaliser une opération de type 1 si on définit son temps opératoire sur cette machine.
Par contre, si on ne donne pas de valeur spécifique pour une machine du type de
l’objet, le temps opératoire utilisé sera une moyenne des temps opératoires définis dans
« Time ». Cela nécessite de définir au moins une valeur spécifique de « Time » sur une
machine du type de l’opération de manière à calculer cette moyenne.

C.5. Similarities
C.5.1.

DTD

<!ELEMENT Similarities (Similarity+)>
<!ELEMENT Similarity EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Similarity
Id ID #REQUIRED
ProductRef1 IDREF #REQUIRED
ProductRef2 IDREF #REQUIRED
Value CDATA #REQUIRED
>

C.5.2.

XML

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RPCM Id="id_2002.04.16" author="EVIN" casestudy="Narendran" creationDate="2002.04"
modificationDate="2002.04.16">
<MachineTypes>
</MachineTypes>
</Machines>
<Products>
</Products>
<Similarities>
<Similarity Id="S1" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P2" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S2" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P3" Value="0.82"/>
</Similarities>
</RPCM>

C.5.3.

Commentaires

L’élément « Similarities » contient un ou plusieurs éléments « Similarity » qui
posséderont les paramètres suivants :
- « Id » est l’identificateur du produit (type ID). Il est composé d’une lettre
majuscule « S » suivie d’un chiffre (incrémental) qui n’a d’autre fonction que de
distinguer les « Similarity » entre elles.
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- « ProductRef1 » est le paramètre contenant l’identificateur « Id » du premier
des deux produits entre lesquels sera calculée la similarité. Ce paramètre est donc
du type IDREF ayant comme valeur une des « Pi ».
- « ProductRef2 » est le paramètre contenant l’identificateur « Id » du second
produit. Ce paramètre est donc du type IDREF ayant comme valeur une des
« Pi »..
- « Value » représente la valeur de la similarité entre le « ProductRef1 » et le
« ProductRef2 ». Ce paramètre est compris entre 0 et 1.

Il n’est pas nécessaire de définir la similarité entre le même « ProductRef1 » et
« ProductRef2 » qui est mise par défaut à 1. S’il n’y a pas de similarité entre deux
produits, la valeur utilisée par défaut sera de 0. Donc, si deux produits sont similaires,
il est indispensable de mettre leur similarité pour ne pas la laisser sans valeur.

C.6. DTD File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT RPCM (MachineTypes, Machines, Products, Similarities)>
<!ATTLIST RPCM
Id ID #REQUIRED
creationDate CDATA #IMPLIED
modificationDate CDATA #IMPLIED
author CDATA #IMPLIED
casestudy CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT MachineTypes (Type+)>
<!ELEMENT MachineType EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST MachineType
Id ID #REQUIRED
Dispo CDATA #REQUIRED
Ll CDATA #REQUIRED
Hl CDATA #REQUIRED
Max CDATA #REQUIRED
Men CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Machines (Machine+)>
<!ELEMENT Machine (MachineTypeRef+)>
<!ATTLIST Machine
Id ID #REQUIRED
Dispo CDATA #IMPLIED
Ll CDATA #IMPLIED
Hl CDATA #IMPLIED
Men CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT MachineTypeRef EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST MachineTypeRef
Code IDREF #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Products (Product+)>
<!ELEMENT Product (Operation+)>
<!ATTLIST Product
Id ID #REQUIRED
Quantity CDATA #REQUIRED
LotSize CDATA #REQUIRED
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FTrans CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Operation (Time+)>
<!ATTLIST Operation
Id ID #REQUIRED
MachineTypeRef IDREF #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
Size CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT Time EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Time
Id ID #REQUIRED
Size CDATA #REQUIRED
MachineRef IDREF #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Similarities (Similarity+)>
<!ELEMENT Similarity EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Similarity
Id ID #REQUIRED
ProductRef1 IDREF #REQUIRED
ProductRef2 IDREF #REQUIRED
Value CDATA #REQUIRED
>

C.7. XML File
Un exemple de fichier « xml » basé sur cette DTD est représenté ci-dessous.
<!DOCTYPE RPCM SYSTEM "rpmc.test.dtd">
<RPCM Id="id_2002.04.16" author="EVIN" casestudy="Narendran" creationDate="2002.04"
modificationDate="2002.04.16">
<MachineTypes>
<MachineType Id="TM1" Dispo="4800" Ll="0.41" Hl="0.93" Max="4" Men="3"/>
<MachineType Id="TM2" Dispo="3850" Ll="0.41" Hl="0.89" Max="5" Men="0.3"/>
<MachineType Id="TM3" Dispo="4800" Ll="0.41" Hl="0.93" Max="4" Men="1.2"/>
</MachineTypes>
<Machines>
<Machine Id="M1" Dispo="4200" Ll="0.25" Hl="0.90" Men="0.2">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM1"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM2"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM3"/>
</Machine>
<Machine Id="M2" Dispo="4260" Ll="0.3" Hl="0.87" Men="0.3">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM2"/>
</Machine>
<Machine Id="M3" Dispo="4980" Ll="0.4" Hl="0.92" Men="0.5">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM1"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM2"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM3"/>
</Machine>
<Machine Id="M4" Dispo="5400" Ll="0.5" Hl="0.98" Men="0.4">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM3"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM1"/>
</Machine>
<Machine Id="M5" Dispo="4620" Ll="0.5" Hl="0.95" Men="0.3">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM3"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM1"/>
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM2"/>
</Machine>
<Machine Id="M6" Dispo="5340" Ll="0.6" Hl="0.85" Men="0.3">
<MachineTypeRef Code="TM2"/>
</Machine>
</Machines>
<Products>
<Product Id="P1" Quantity="110" LotSize="55" FTrans="0.5">
<Operation Id="Obj1" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
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<Time Id="T1" Size="7.68" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T2" Size="6.72" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj2" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T3" Size="7.80" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T4" Size="6.78" MachineRef="M1"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj3" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T5" Size="6.72" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj4" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T6" Size="6.42" MachineRef="M4"/>
<Time Id="T7" Size="6.42" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P2" Quantity="120" LotSize="60" FTrans="0.2">
<Operation Id="Obj5" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T7" Size="7.74" MachineRef="M4"/>
<Time Id="T8" Size="6.48" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj6" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T9" Size="7.14" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T10" Size="6.24" MachineRef="M4"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj7" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T11" Size="6.24" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P3" Quantity="80" LotSize="20" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj8" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T12" Size="6.72" MachineRef="M5"/>
<Time Id="T13" Size="7.62" MachineRef="M4"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj9" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T14" Size="7.80" MachineRef="M3"/>
<Time Id="T15" Size="7.44" MachineRef="M4"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P4" Quantity="150" LotSize="50" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj10" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T16" Size="7.02" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T17" Size="7.14" MachineRef="M6"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj11" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T17" Size="6.06" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T18" Size="6.90" MachineRef="M4"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj12" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T19" Size="6.54" MachineRef="M6"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj13" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T20" Size="7.62" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T21" Size="6.78" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T22" Size="6.00" MachineRef="M6"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P5" Quantity="50" LotSize="25" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj14" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T23" Size="7.32" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T24" Size="7.20" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj15" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T25" Size="7.44" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T26" Size="7.38" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj16" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T27" Size="7.20" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T28" Size="6.66" MachineRef="M2"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj17" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T29" Size="7.68" MachineRef="M3"/>
<Time Id="T30" Size="7.44" MachineRef="M1"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P6" Quantity="60" LotSize="20" FTrans="0.8">
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<Operation Id="Obj18" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T31" Size="6.90" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T32" Size="6.96" MachineRef="M6"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj19" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T33" Size="7.02" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T34" Size="7.62" MachineRef="M6"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj20" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T35" Size="6.90" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T36" Size="6.42" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj21" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T37" Size="6.30" MachineRef="M6"/>
<Time Id="T38" Size="6.96" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T39" Size="6.48" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P7" Quantity="100" LotSize="25" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj22" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T40" Size="6.36" MachineRef="M3"/>
<Time Id="T41" Size="7.80" MachineRef="M4"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj23" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T42" Size="6.36" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T43" Size="6.84" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj24" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T44" Size="6.66" MachineRef="M3"/>
<Time Id="T45" Size="6.90" MachineRef="M2"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P8" Quantity="50" LotSize="15" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj25" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T46" Size="6.36" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T47" Size="6.00" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj26" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T48" Size="7.44" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T49" Size="6.78" MachineRef="M4"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj27" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T50" Size="7.26" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T51" Size="6.00" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj28" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T52" Size="7.50" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T53" Size="6.96" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P9" Quantity="50" LotSize="25" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj29" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T54" Size="7.14" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T55" Size="6.06" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj30" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T56" Size="7.26" MachineRef="M3"/>
<Time Id="T57" Size="6.78" MachineRef="M4"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj31" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T58" Size="6.18" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T59" Size="6.12" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P10" Quantity="90" LotSize="15" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj32" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T60" Size="6.18" MachineRef="M4"/>
<Time Id="T61" Size="6.72" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj33" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T62" Size="6.06" MachineRef="M2"/>
<Time Id="T63" Size="7.26" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj34" MachineTypeRef="TM2">
<Time Id="T64" Size="6.54" MachineRef="M5"/>
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<Time Id="T65" Size="6.90" MachineRef="M2"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj35" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T66" Size="6.54" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P11" Quantity="50" LotSize="25" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj36" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T67" Size="7.44" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T68" Size="7.20" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj37" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T69" Size="7.14" MachineRef="M1"/>
<Time Id="T70" Size="7.02" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj38" MachineTypeRef="TM1">
<Time Id="T71" Size="7.44" MachineRef="M5"/>
<Time Id="T72" Size="7.74" MachineRef="M3"/>
<Time Id="T73" Size="7.80" MachineRef="M1"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
<Product Id="P12" Quantity="90" LotSize="25" FTrans="0.8">
<Operation Id="Obj39" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T74" Size="6.60" MachineRef="M5"/>
<Time Id="T75" Size="6.60" MachineRef="M4"/>
<Time Id="T76" Size="6.54" MachineRef="M3"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj40" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T77" Size="7.62" MachineRef="M4"/>
<Time Id="T78" Size="6.48" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
<Operation Id="Obj41" MachineTypeRef="TM3">
<Time Id="T79" Size="7.74" MachineRef="M4"/>
<Time Id="T80" Size="7.62" MachineRef="M5"/>
</Operation>
</Product>
</Products>
<Similarities>
<Similarity Id="S1" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P2" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S2" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P3" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S3" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P4" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S4" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P5" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S5" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P6" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S6" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P7" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S7" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P8" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S8" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S9" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S10" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S11" ProductRef1="P1" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S12" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P3" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S13" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P4" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S14" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P5" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S15" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P6" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S16" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P7" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S17" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P8" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S18" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S19" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S20" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S21" ProductRef1="P2" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S22" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P4" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S23" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P5" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S24" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P6" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S24" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P7" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S25" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P8" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S26" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S27" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S28" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S29" ProductRef1="P3" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S30" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P5" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S31" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P6" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S32" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P7" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S33" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P8" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S34" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S35" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
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<Similarity Id="S36" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S37" ProductRef1="P4" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S38" ProductRef1="P5" ProductRef2="P6" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S39" ProductRef1="P5" ProductRef2="P7" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S40" ProductRef1="P5" ProductRef2="P8" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S41" ProductRef1="P5" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S42" ProductRef1="P5" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S43" ProductRef1="P5" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S44" ProductRef1="P5" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S45" ProductRef1="P6" ProductRef2="P7" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S46" ProductRef1="P6" ProductRef2="P8" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S47" ProductRef1="P6" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S48" ProductRef1="P6" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S49" ProductRef1="P6" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S50" ProductRef1="P6" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S51" ProductRef1="P7" ProductRef2="P8" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S52" ProductRef1="P7" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S53" ProductRef1="P7" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S54" ProductRef1="P7" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S55" ProductRef1="P7" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S56" ProductRef1="P8" ProductRef2="P9" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S57" ProductRef1="P8" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S58" ProductRef1="P8" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S59" ProductRef1="P8" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S60" ProductRef1="P9" ProductRef2="P10" Value="0.15"/>
<Similarity Id="S61" ProductRef1="P9" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S62" ProductRef1="P9" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S63" ProductRef1="P10" ProductRef2="P11" Value="0.42"/>
<Similarity Id="S64" ProductRef1="P10" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
<Similarity Id="S65" ProductRef1="P12" ProductRef2="P12" Value="0.82"/>
</Similarities>
</RPCM>
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